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Preface

The Oracle9i Lite Developers Guide for Windows 32 introduces Oracle Lite and its 
components. This guide shows you how to develop, deploy, and maintain 
databases with Oracle Lite.

This guide discusses:

Chapter 1, "Overview" Provides an overview of Oracle Lite database. 
Describes programming interfaces, schema 
creation, how to migrate your database, 
working with your Oracle Lite database, and 
how to use the starter database.

Chapter 2, "Using the Oracle Lite 
Samples"

Lists the sample applications provided with 
Oracle Lite.

Chapter 3, "Synchronization" Discusses replicating with the Consolidator, 
including Consolidator features, mapping 
datatypes, configuring transport, the 
publish/subscribe model, winning rules, 
indexes, and sequences.

Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging 
Wizard"

Discusses using the Packaging Wizard to 
create and deploy applications.

Appendix A, "POLITE.INI 
Database Parameters"

Lists the database parameters you can set in 
the POLITE.INI file.

Appendix B, "System Catalog 
Views"

Describes the object types in the system 
catalog.

Appendix C, "Database Tools and 
Utilities"

Describes the database tools and utilities 
available with Oracle Lite.
xvii



Appendix D, "Optimizing SQL 
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Overview

This document provides an overview of the Mobile Development Kit and its 
components. Topics include:

■ Section 1.1, "Introduction"

■ Section 1.2, "Development Interface"

■ Section 1.3, "Using the Starter Database"

■ Section 1.4, "Working with Your Database"

■ Section 1.5, "Creating Multiple Users"

■ Section 1.6, "Oracle Lite Database Transaction Support"

■ Section 1.7, "Creating Snapshot Definitions"

1.1 Introduction
The Oracle9i Lite Mobile Development Kit includes: 

■ Oracle Lite database — A lightweight, embedded database.

■ Mobile Sync — A transactional replication engine.

Using the Mobile Development Kit for Windows, you can deploy your enterprise 
data and applications to distributed, mobile platforms. The data on the devices is 
stored in an Oracle Lite database object-relational database specifically designed for 
each platform. Once deployed, the Oracle Lite database is transparent to the end 
user, and requires minimal tuning or administration.
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Introduction
1.1.1 Oracle Lite DBMS
Oracle Lite database is a small footprint, Java-enabled, relational database created 
specifically for laptop computers, handheld computers, PDAs, and information 
appliances. The Oracle Lite database runs on Windows 95/98/NT/2000, Windows 
CE/Pocket PC, Palm Computing, and EPOC. Oracle Lite database provides ODBC 
and OKAPI programming interfaces to build database applications from a variety 
of programming languages such as C/C++, Visual Basic and Satellite Forms. These 
database applications are capable of use while disconnected  from the database 
server.

1.1.2 Mobile Sync
Mobile Sync is a small footprint application that resides on the mobile device. 
Mobile Sync enables you to synchronize data between handheld devices, desktop 
and laptop computers and Oracle databases. Mobile Sync runs on Windows 
95/98/NT/2000, Windows CE/Pocket PC, Palm Computing, and EPOC. 

There are several components to which the developer should have access: 

■ Oracle8i database server.

■ Mobile Server which is the gateway between the mobile device and the Oracle8i  
database server.

■ Message Generator and Processor (MGP), a background process that manages 
the transaction and data exchange between the Mobile Server and the Oracle8i 
database server

■ Mobile Sync resides on the mobile devices and talks to the Mobile Server over 
any given communication mechanism.

■ A communication mechanism between the mobile device and Mobile Server 
such as HTTP.

Typically, the handheld device needs to carry only a small subset of the data 
contained in a central database. For example, the sales force in a particular region 
only needs access to the contact information for customers in that region. Mobile 
Server, uses a publish/subscribe model for managing data and applications. In this 

Note: This document discusses developing applications and 
synchronizing with databases on a Windows system only. For 
Windows CE, see the Developer’s Guide for Windows CE. For EPOC, 
see the Developer’s Guide for EPOC.
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model the publication, which you create using the Mobile Server Admin API, 
defines the subset of data that you make available to particular subscribers. A 
subscription associates a user with a publication. As the client and server exchange 
data, Mobile Server detects and resolves data conflicts using rules that you define.

1.1.3 Mobile Server
The Mobile Server provides seamless synchronization between Oracle Lite 
databases on handheld devices and Oracle servers. 

Using a publish/subscribe model for data distribution, the Mobile Server enables 
individual client devices to subscribe to different subsets of data based on 
parameters such as user ID or location. Mobile Server supports the HTTP transport 
protocol between devices and servers.

1.1.4 Mobile SQL
Mobile SQL allows you to create, access, and manipulate Oracle Lite database on 
laptops and handheld devices. Using Mobile SQL you can: 

■ Create databases 

■ View tables 

■ Execute SQL statements

1.1.5 Samples
A sample application is included in the Mobile Development Kit. The sample are  
installed automatically with the Mobile Development Kit and can be found Oracle_
Home/Mobile/SDK/Examples.

1.2 Development Interface
This section provides an overview of the development interface. Topics include:

■ Section 1.2.1, "Development Interface Overview"

■ Section 1.2.2, "Mobile Sync API"

■ Section 1.2.3, "Oracle Lite Loading Utility (OLLOAD)"
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1.2.1 Development Interface Overview
Oracle Lite provides the following interfaces for developing database applications:

■ For relational database development:

– JDBC

– ODBC

■ For object database development:

– Object Kernel API (OKAPI)

The models can be used either independently or in combination. For example, you 
can have OKAPI and JDBC calls in the same program. The following diagram 
illustrates the Oracle Lite application interfaces. The shaded interfaces support the 
relational model.

1.2.1.1 JDBC
The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface specifies a set of Java classes that 
provide an ODBC-like interface to SQL databases for Java applications. JDBC, part 
of the JDK (Java Developer’s Kit) core, provides an object interface to relational 
databases. Oracle Lite database supports JDBC through an Oracle Lite, Type-2 JDBC 
driver that interprets the JDBC calls and passes them to an Oracle Lite database. 
Oracle Lite database uses a Type-4 JDBC driver when connecting with an Oracle 
Lite Multi User Service running under Branch Office. Type-2 drivers can be used in 
both remote and native databases. 

For more information on JDBC and Oracle Lite, see the Oracle Lite Java Developer’s 
Guide.

1.2.1.2 ODBC
Microsoft’s Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) interface is a procedural, call-level 
interface for accessing SQL databases, and is supported by most database vendors. 
It specifies a set of functions that allow applications to connect to databases, prepare 
and execute SQL statements at runtime, and retrieve query results. Oracle Lite 
supports Level 3 compliant ODBC 2.0 and the ODBC 3.5 drivers through Oracle 
Lite ODBC drivers that interprets the ODBC calls and passes them to Oracle Lite.

For more information on ODBC:

■ See Microsoft’s ODBC documentation.

■ See the Oracle Lite ODBC sample application. For its location, see Chapter 2, 
"Using the Oracle Lite Samples".
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■ See Section C.7, "ODBC Administrator and the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver" for 
more information.

1.2.1.3 Object Kernel API (OKAPI)
OKAPI is the application programming interface (API) to the Oracle Lite object 
kernel. OKAPI includes support for the following database features:

■ run-time class creation and access to class information

■ direct object access based on object identity and navigation

■ object clustering and grouping

■ queries on classes and their subclasses

■ object naming and inter-object relationships

■ binary large object (BLOB) data

■ transaction and crash recovery

For more information, see the C and C++ Object Kernel API Reference.

1.2.2 Mobile Sync API
This API allows the application to programmatically control the replication process. 
The application invokes Mobile Sync API functions to initiate the replication 
process and captures error messages generated by the Mobile Sync API. For more 
information on the Mobile Sync API please see Section 3.6, "Programming with the 
OCAPI.DLL".

1.2.3 Oracle Lite Loading Utility (OLLOAD)
The Oracle Lite Load Utility allows you to load data from an external file into a 
table in an Oracle Lite database, or to unload (dump) data from a table in an Oracle 
Lite database to an external file. For more information on OLLOAD see 
Appendix E, "Oracle Lite Loading Utility API".

Note: ODBC 3.5 drivers do not support Java Stored Procedures.
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1.3 Using the Starter Database
When you install Oracle Lite database, an ODBC data source name (DSN) POLITE 
is created, and a starter database POLITE.ODB is dedicated. The location of new 
databases for the DSN POLITE is set to Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\oldb40. 

A default user named SYSTEM is set up for you during installation of the samples. 
SYSTEM contains all database privileges and has a no password. You can create a 
password for SYSTEM by using the ALTER USER command. (The following section 
shows sample syntax.) You can either use the default user name or establish user 
names of your own.

You can connect to the Oracle Lite starter database using an application such as 
Mobile SQL. Mobile SQL is a command line interface. To connect to the POLITE 
database, type "Connect" followed by the "username/password@dsnname". For 
example:

Connect SYSTEM/MANAGER@POLITE

You can assign SYSTEM a password by typing the command:

ALTER USER SYSTEM IDENTIFIED BY <password>

When connecting to the starter database from an ODBC application, use the default 
ODBC DSN, POLITE.

1.4 Working with Your Database
This section provides an overview of working with your Oracle Lite database, 
including creating a database, connecting to a database, creating users, and 
administering the database.

Note: Review the Oracle Lite SQL Reference before using the starter 
database. This reference describes the Structured Query Language 
(SQL) used to manage information in an Oracle Lite database.

Note: For more information, see Section 1.5.4, "Changing 
Passwords".
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1.4.1 Creating a New Database
When you create a new database using the POLITE data source name, the new 
database file is located in the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\oldb40 directory. For ease 
of maintenance, it is recommended that you use one database directory for all of 
your databases. 

You can create a new data source name using the ODBC Administrator. See 
Section 1.4.2, "Creating a Data Source Name with ODBC Administrator" for more 
information. 

1.4.2 Creating a Data Source Name with ODBC Administrator
The ODBC Administrator is a tool provided by Microsoft to manage the ODBC.INI 
file and associated registry entries in Windows 95/98/NT and Windows 2000. It 
allows you to add a data source name and specify the database file you want to 
dedicate as the default for the data source name. See Section C.7, "ODBC 
Administrator and the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver" for more information on the 
ODBC Administrator, and for instructions on creating a data source name using the 
tool.

1.4.3 Creating a New Database Using a Command-Line Utility
To create a new database from the command line, use the CREATEDB utility. The 
syntax is:

CREATEDB mydatabase mydbname

For example:

CREATEDB polite newdb

mydatabase is the DSN name and mydbname is the new database name.

See Section C.2, "CREATEDB", for more information.

Note: All newly created databases contain the user SYSTEM, 
which has a NULL password.
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1.4.4 Connecting to a New Database
To connect to a new database using Mobile SQL, connect as the user SYSTEM, with 
the password MANAGER and the data source name. For example:

C:\msql system/manager@ODBC:polite

You can replace MYDATABASE with a previously defined ODBC data source 
name. 

If there is more than one database associated with a data source name, use the 
format:

ODBC:dsn:dbname

dsn is the data source name and dbname is the name of the database. For example:

C:\msql system/manager@ODBC:polite:newdb

1.5 Creating Multiple Users
You can create multiple users in Oracle Lite by using the CREATE USER command. 
A user is not a schema. When you create a user, Oracle Lite creates a schema with 
the same name and automatically assigns it to that user as the default schema. You 
can access database objects in the default schema without prefixing them with the 
schema name. 

Users with the appropriate privileges can create additional schemas by using the 
CREATE SCHEMA command, but only the user can connect to the database. You 
cannot connect to the database using the schema name, even though it may be the 
same as the user name, they are different objects.

 These schemas are owned by the user who created them and require the schema 
name prefix in order to access their objects. 

When you create a database using the CREATEDB utility or the CREATE 
DATABASE command, Oracle Lite creates a special user called SYSTEM, which has 
all database privileges and is not assigned a password. A password may be 
assigned to SYSTEM if required. You can use SYSTEM as the default user name 
until you establish user names of your own.

Oracle Lite does not permit a user other than SYSTEM to access data or perform 
operations in a schema that is not the user’s own. To access data and perform 
operations in another user’s schema, a user must be granted specific privileges.
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1.5.1 Pre-defined Roles
Oracle Lite combines some privileges into pre-defined roles for convenience. In 
many cases it is easier to grant a user a pre-defined role than to grant specific 
privileges in another schema. Oracle Lite does not support creating or dropping 
roles. Following is a list of Oracle Lite pre-defined roles:

1.5.2 Creating Users
You can create users if you are connected to the database as "system", or if you are 
granted the ADMIN or DBA role. To create a user, issue the following statement:

CREATE USER user IDENTIFIED BY password

Table 1–1 Pre-Defined Roles

Role Name Privileges Granted To Role

ADMIN Enables the user to create other users and grant privileges 
other than DBA and ADMIN on any object in the schema:

CREATE SCHEMA, CREATE USER, ALTER USER, DROP 
USER, DROP SCHEMA, GRANT, REVOKE

DBA Enables the user to issue the following DDL statements which 
otherwise can only be issued by SYSTEM: 

All ADMIN privileges, CREATE TABLE, CREATE ANY 
TABLE, CREATE VIEW, CREATE ANY VIEW, CREATE 
INDEX, CREATE ANY INDEX, ALTER TABLE, ALTER VIEW, 
DROP TABLE, DROP VIEW, and DROP INDEX.

RESOURCE The RESOURCE role grants the same level of control as the 
DBA role, but only over the user’s own domain. The user can 
execute any of the following commands in a SQL statement:

CREATE TABLE, CREATE VIEW, CREATE INDEX, CREATE 
CONSTRAINT, ALTER TABLE, ALTER VIEW, ALTER INDEX, 
ALTER CONSTRAINT, DROP TABLE, DROP VIEW, DROP 
INDEX, DROP CONSTRAINT, and GRANT or REVOKE 
privileges on any object under a user’s own schema.

General Note: Unlike the Oracle server, Oracle Lite does not 
commit data definition language (DDL) commands until you 
explicitly issue the COMMIT command. 
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Here, user is a unique user name with up to 128 characters, beginning with a letter, 
and password is a string of up to 128 characters. This statement creates a schema 
with the user name and assigns the schema as the default schema for the user.

For encrypted databases, all user names and passwords are written to a file named 
dsn.opw. Each user can then use the password as a "key" to unlock the .opw file 
before the .odb file is accessed. When you copy or back up the database, you should 
include the .opw file.

1.5.3 Dropping Users
You can drop users if you are connected to the database as "system", or if you are 
granted the ADMIN or DBA role. 

To drop a user and all schemas owned by the user, use the syntax:

DROP USER user

To drop all objects in the user’s schema before dropping the user, use the syntax:

DROP USER user CASCADE

For more information on the DROP USER command, see the Oracle Lite SQL 
Reference.

1.5.4 Changing Passwords
You can change a user’s password if you meet one of the following conditions:

■ You are connected to the database as that user

■ You are connected to the database as SYSTEM 

■ You are granted the ADMIN, DBA, or RESOURCE role

 To change a user’s password, issue the following statement:

ALTER USER user IDENTIFIED BY password

1.5.5 Granting Roles
You can grant the ADMIN or DDL roles to users by issuing the following statement:

GRANT role TO user_list

Here, user_list is either one user or a comma-separated list of multiple users.
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1.5.6 Granting Privileges
You can grant privileges on a database object to users by issuing the following 
statement:

GRANT privilege_list ON object_name TO user_list

Here, privilege_list is either a comma-separated list of the following privileges or a 
combination called ALL:

■ ALL

■ INSERT

■ DELETE

■ UPDATE (column_list)

■ SELECT

Object_name is a table name prefixed with a schema name.

If privilege_list is ALL, then the user can INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE or SELECT 
from the table or view. If privilege_list is either INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, or 
SELECT, then the user has that privilege on a table.

1.5.7 Revoking Roles 
You can revoke user roles by issuing the following statement:

REVOKE role FROM user_list

1.5.8 Revoking Privileges
You can revoke privileges on database objects from users by issuing the following 
statement:

REVOKE privilege_list ON table_name FROM user_list

1.5.9 Building Demo Tables
Oracle Lite comes with a script called POLDEMO.SQL, which enables you to build 
the same tables that are in your Oracle Lite default starter database (POLITE.ODB). 

Note: Any application can use the ODBC interface to issue 
CREATE USER, DROP USER, and ALTER USER statements.
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1.5.10 Populate Your Database Using Mobile SQL
You can use SQL scripts to create tables and schema, and to insert data into tables. 
A SQL script is a text file, generally with a .SQL extension, that contains SQL 
commands. You can run a SQL script from the Mobile SQL prompt by typing:

SQL> @Oracle_home\DBS\Poldemo.sql

You can also type:

SQL> START filename

1.5.11 Backing Up a Database
The Oracle Lite database occupies one file, and has dependent log files which can be 
backed up by copying to another location. Before any files can be copied, however, 
your database administrator must shut down the database which ensures that log 
file changes are applied to the database. Once that has been accomplished, you can 
copy the *.odb, *.opw, and *.plg  files to another directory to make a backup of the 
database.

1.5.12 Encrypting and Decrypting a Database
Two tools, ENCRYPDB and DECRYPDB, allow you to encrypt and decrypt Oracle 
Lite databases. These tools allow you to encrypt an Oracle Lite database with a 
password. The password can be used to prevent unauthorized access to the 
database and also to encrypt the database so that the data stored in the database 
files cannot be interpreted by examining the files. The password is used to derive a 
40-bit encryption key. Oracle Lite uses a version of the Data Encryption Standard 
(DES) algorithm known as CAST5.

See Section C.4, "ENCRYPDB"and Section C.3, "DECRYPDB", for more information 
about these utilities.

1.6 Oracle Lite Database Transaction Support
When an application connects to an Oracle Lite database, it begins a transaction 
with the database. There can be a maximum of 32 connections to an Oracle Lite 

Note: You do not need to include the .SQL file extension when 
running the script.
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database. Each connection to an Oracle Lite database maintains a separate 
transaction.

1.6.1 Atomicity
A transaction is a sequence of database operations, such as SELECT, UPDATE, 
DELETE, and INSERT. All operations either succeed and are committed or are 
rolled back. This is called the atomicity property of a transaction.

Oracle Lite implements atomicity by not updating the actual database file until a 
database commit. During commit, a temporary undo log is created and then the 
database file is updated. If an event, such as a power outage, interrupts commit, the 
database is restored from the log during the next connection.

1.6.2 Consistency
Transactions preserve database consistency. A transaction transforms a consistent 
state of the database into another consistent state, without necessarily preserving 
consistency at all intermediate points. Oracle Lite does not permit a transaction to 
commit if it violates a constraint and would therefore violate consistency.

1.6.3 Isolation
Transactions are isolated from one another. Even though many transactions run 
concurrently, a given transaction’s updates are concealed from other transactions 
until the transaction commits. Oracle Lite supports the following isolation levels for 
transactions:
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Table 1–2 Isolation Levels

Isolation Level Description

Read Committed This isolation level does not require locks for a SELECT 
statement  by creating a temporary snapshot of the most recent 
committed version of the data. A READ COMMITTED 
transaction is not blocked by other transactions that update or 
insert new data into the tables requested by the SELECT 
statement. As a result, the same Select statement can be used to 
return a different set of data.

A SELECT statement containing a FOR UPDATE clause is 
executed as if it is running in a REPEATABLE READ isolation 
level.

In Oracle Lite, a SELECT statement can execute Java stored 
procedures. If the transaction executing the Java stored 
procedure is in the READ COMMITTED isolation level and the 
Java stored procedure updates the database, then the SELECT 
statement to execute the Java stored procedure must have a 
FOR UPDATE clause. Otherwise, Oracle Lite issues an error.

Repeatable Read In this isolation level, a query acquires read locks on all its 
returned rows. More rows may be read locked because of the 
complexity of the query itself, the indexes defined on its tables, 
or because of the execution plan chosen by the query 
optimizer. The REPEATABLE READ isolation level provides 
less currency than a READ COMMITTED isolation level 
transaction because the locks are held until the end of the 
transaction. 

When a transaction inserts additional rows meeting the search 
criteria given in a query, subsequent executions of that same 
query can return extra rows that meet its search criteria. 

If a FOR UPDATE clause is used in a query, a short-term 
update lock is acquired on the current row(s) being selected. If 
a row is updated, the lock is converted into an exclusive lock. 
An exclusive lock prevents any other transaction running in an 
isolation level other than READ COMMITTED to access this 
row. If the row is not updated but the next row is fetched, the 
update lock is downgraded to a read lock, permitting other 
transactions to read the row.

Serializable This isolation level acquires shared locks on all tables 
participating in the query. The same set of rows is returned for 
the repeated execution of the query in the same transaction. 
Any other transaction attempting to update any rows in the 
tables in the query is blocked.
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See the ODBC documentation for more information on isolation levels, specifically, 
for the terms "Dirty Read", "Nonrepeatable Read", and "Phantom", which define 
transaction isolation levels.

1.6.3.1 Durability
Transactions are guaranteed to be durable. That is, once a transaction commits, all 
its changes are persistent in the database file even if the system subsequently fails at 
any point. If a transaction fails during a commit or rollback due to some system 
failure, the undo log file is required to restore the database to a consistent state.

1.6.3.2 Locking
Oracle Lite supports row level locking. Whenever a row is read, it is read locked. 
Whenever a row is modified, it is write locked. Different transactions can read the 
same row, which is read locked. However, a write locked row cannot be accessed by 
another transaction.

1.6.3.3 Changing the Default Isolation Level
In Oracle Lite the READ COMMITTED isolation level is the default. 

You can change the default isolation level for a data source name (DSN) by using 
the ODBC Administrator, or by manually editing the ODBC.INI file to include:

IsolationLevel = XX

XX is RC, RR, SR, or SU.

Also, you can establish the isolation level of a transaction by using the SQL 
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <ISOLATION_LEVEL>;

ISOLATION_LEVEL is READ COMMITTED, REPEATABLE READ, 
SERIALIZABLE, or SINGLE USER.

Single User In this isolation level only one connection is permitted to the 
database. The transaction has no locks and consumes less 
memory.

Table 1–2 Isolation Levels

Isolation Level Description
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See Section 1.6.3.4, "Supported Combinations of Isolation Levels and Cursor Types", 
for more information.

1.6.3.4 Supported Combinations of Isolation Levels and Cursor Types
The following table shows the supported combinations of isolation levels and 
cursor types. Isolation levels appear in the left column and cursor types appear in 
the top row. "S" indicates supported, "U" indicates unsupported.

Unsupported combinations generate error messages.

1.6.4 Tuning the Application
Tuning your application design ideally occurs before you begin to implement your 
application. Before beginning your design, you should carefully read about each of 
the Oracle Lite features available and consider which features best suit your 
requirements. Also, you should work with your Oracle database administrator to 
determine how the Oracle master site can be tuned to accommodate your 
application. Some specific design tips to consider are outlined in Appendix D, 
"Optimizing SQL Queries".

1.7 Creating Snapshot Definitions
Applications require data to function, which they access through the Mobile Server. 
An application must be directed to the proper tables on the database which is done 
through the use of the snapshot on the client and the publication item on the Mobile 
Server. The snapshot definition is the process Mobile Server uses to direct the 
application which tables to use.

In most situations, the tables already exist that you will create snapshots of for your 
application to use. The following techniques can be used to create publication items 
on the Mobile Server, which then automatically create snapshots on the client when 

Table 1–3 Supported Combinations

Isolation Level Forward Only Static Keyset Driven Dynamic

Read Committed S S U U

Repeatable Read S U S S

Serializable S U S S

Single User S S S S
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you synchronize with the database. The options for creating snapshot definitions 
are:

1. Creating a Snapshot Definition Declaratively - Create publication items using 
the Packaging Wizard. This is the recommended method.

2. Creating the Snapshot Definition Programmatically - Create a publication item 
programmatically using the Consolidator Admin API.

1.7.1 Creating a Snapshot Definition Declaratively
This method takes advantage of the Mobile Server Packaging Wizard. This GUI tool 
can be used to package applications into a .jar file. This file is the deployment 
descriptor for the application which contains the information necessary for Mobile 
Server to manage the application. This .jar file is published to the Mobile Server 
repository. 

A secondary feature is the ability of the Packaging Wizard to generate a SQL script 
which can be executed to create database tables which will be used by your 
application. These tables are the Oracle 8i database base tables that the Mobile 
Server synchronizes with. 

The convenience of a graphical tool is a safer and less error prone technique for 
developers to create a mobile application. Before actual application programming 
begins, the following steps must be executed:

■ Verify that the base tables exist on the database, if not:

■ Use the Packaging Wizard to collect the snapshot definitions.

■ Use the Packaging Wizard to generate a .jar file and a SQL script.

■ Execute the SQL script on the database to create the base tables, if they do not 
exist there yet.

■ Publish the .jar file to the Mobile Server repository.

■ Setup the Mobile Client.

■ Synchronize the Mobile Client with the Mobile Server to create the client-side 
snapshots.

Creating the snapshot definitions using the Packaging Wizard\Mobile Server 
architecture allows a centralized server to be used to manage and deploy mobile 
applications and the snapshot definitions they require. This documentation 
provides a step-by-step approach in Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging Wizard".
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[[[Note to reviewers: Use of "publication" and "publication item" in the following 
section is likely to be revised to snapshot definition and snapshot.]]]

1.7.2 Creating the Snapshot Definition Programmatically
The second way to create a database and populate data is to create a snapshot 
definition programmatically using the Consolidator Admin API, which is described 
in Chapter 3, "Synchronization". The terminology is slightly different because 
Mobile Server interacts with both the client system and the Oracle8i database. 
Mobile Server deals with everything in terms of publications.

A publication includes data replication objects such as publication items which are 
equivalent to snapshot definitions. The database base tables must exist before the 
Consolidator Admin API can be invoked. The following steps are required to create 
a distributed database schema:

■ Creating a Publication

■ Creating a Publication Item

■ Create User ID

■ Creating a Subscription 

Creating Publications
Publications are template groups containing metadata such as table subsetting 
definitions and indexes. You can create publications using the Consolidator Admin 
API. This API contains Java functions that implement the publish/subscribe model. 
You can call the functions in these APIs from within Java programs as standard 
function calls. 

Create a Publication Item
A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies which data subset of the 
parent database and is replicated on the client at when synchronization occurs. A 
publication item usually corresponds to a snapshot on the client device. You can 
create publication items using the Consolidator Admin API. This API contains Java 
functions that implement the publish/subscribe model. You can call the functions in 
this API from within Java programs as standard function calls. 

Creating User ID
Each client is identified by a user ID. For development purposes, a user ID must be 
created using the Consolidator Admin API in order to assign data subscriptions to a 
particular user. 
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Creating Subscription
Subscription links a user to a publication. You can create subscriptions using the 
Consolidator Admin API. This API contains Java functions that implement the 
publish/subscribe model. You can call the functions in this API from within Java 
programs as standard function calls. To create publications and subscriptions using 
Java, see Chapter 3.3, "The Publish and Subscribe Model". 

Important: Creating publication items programmatically requires 
enhanced skills in Java and the Consolidator Admin API and is 
therefore more labor intensive. Oracle always recommends using 
the Packaging Wizard described in Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging 
Wizard", which requires more steps, but is more user friendly.
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Using the Oracle Lite Samples

This document lists the sample applications provided with the Oracle Lite database. 
Topics include:

■ Section 2.1, "Overview"

■ Section 2.2, "BLOB Manager Example Notes"

■ Section 2.3, "Running the Visual Basic Sample Application"

■ Section 2.4, "ODBC Examples"

2.1 Overview
After you perform a complete installation of Oracle Lite, the samples are available 
in your Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples directory.

Note: Most examples use the data source name (DSN) POLITE. If 
you need to drop and recreate this data source name, use the 
REMOVEDB and CREATEDB utilities.

Table 2–1 Sample File Directory

Tool Location of Sample Applications Description

AQ Lite Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\AQLITE\AQLSAM
P

Demonstrates the use of AQ Lite 
for message communication 
between mobile client and server 
applications. See the Oracle9i Lite 
AQ Lite Developer’s Guide for 
more information.
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2.2 BLOB Manager Example Notes
To install the BLOB Manager example, open the \setup folder in Oracle_
Home\Lite\Examples\Blob Manager and run setup.exe. After you complete the 
installation, click the Start button and select BLOB Manager from the Programs 
menu.

To deinstall the example, click the Start button, select Settings, and then Control 
Panel. Select Add/Remove. Select BLOB Manager and click the Add/Remove 
button. 

Please run setup.exe and BLOB Manager from the Programs menu as stated above 
before you open the Visual Basic project file and run it with Visual Basic. Running 
the program from the Programs menu will prepare the table in the database for you 
automatically.

Blob 
Manager

Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Blob 
Manager

Demonstrates the use of the 
Oracle BLOB datatype and 
Visual Basic’s ODBC 
programming methods and 
object manipulation. See 
Section 2.2, "BLOB Manager 
Example Notes" for more 
information.

Java Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Java

Demonstrates programming 
with JDBC. See the Oracle9i Lite 
Java Developer’s Guide for more 
information.

ODBC Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Odbc

Provides an ODBC program 
written in C.

Visual Basic Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Vb

Demonstrates the ease of 
querying tables in the Oracle 
Lite database with Visual Basic 
tools. See Section 2.3, "Running 
the Visual Basic Sample 
Application" for more 
information.

Table 2–1 Sample File Directory

Tool Location of Sample Applications Description
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2.3 Running the Visual Basic Sample Application
This example (which uses Visual Basic 5.0) demonstrates how to develop a Visual 
Basic application with the Oracle Lite database. It uses the ODBC DSN, POLITE. To 
use the AddNew, Update, and Delete macros you need a unique EMPNO column of 
the EMP table. This is the default condition when you connect to the default 
database.

These instructions for installing and running the Visual Basic sample application 
assume that you have already installed Oracle Lite and Visual Basic (version 4.0 or 
higher).

2.3.1 Open Visual Basic
Double-click the Visual Basic icon in your Visual Basic program group to open 
Visual Basic. 

2.3.2 View the Sample Application Tables and Data
This step uses the Visual Data Manager, which is available only with Visual Basic 
5.0. If you are using an earlier version of Visual Basic, skip to step 3.

1. From the Add-Ins menu, select Visual Data Manager. In the VisData window, 
select Open Database from the File menu and select ODBC.

2. In the ODBC Logon dialog, type the fields as follows:

■ DSN: POLITE

■ UID: SYSTEM

■ PW: (type at least one character)

Note: BLOB Manager is for demonstration purposes. It assumes 
you installed the default database with the default POLITE ODBC 
DSN. If this is not the case, you can create the POLITE DSN using 
the ODBC Administrator. Also, you must verify that SYSTEM is a 
valid user for the database.

Note: If you have not installed the Visual Basic ODBC drivers, 
you need to install them before you begin. 
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■ Database: POLITE

3. Click OK. The Oracle Lite database tables are displayed in the Database 
window. You can highlight a table and right-click to open the table and display 
the records.

2.3.3 Open the Sample Application
1. To open the sample application, select Open Project from the File menu. In the 

dialog box, navigate to your Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Vb 
directory. Select MAKEFILE, and click Open.

2. From the Run menu, select Start to open the sample application and display the 
EMP table.

2.3.4 View and Manipulate the Data in the EMP Table
1. To view data in the EMP table:

■ Click Show to show the EMP table data.

■ Click Next to show the next record.

■ Click Previous to show the previous record.

2. To manipulate data in the EMP table, use the Add, Update, and Delete features. 

2.4 ODBC Examples
These examples are located in Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\Examples\ODBC.

These examples must be compiled using a C++ complier. To build them, open a 
console, switch to the Oracle_Home\Mobile\Sdk\Examples\ODBC directory and 
type "nmake".

There are 5 odbc examples: "odbctbl", "odbcview", "odbcfunc", "odbctype", and 
"long". You only need the POLITE data source name (DSN)  to run these examples. 
The POLITE DSN is automatically created during the Mobile Development Kit 
installation.

Note: If you do not see the file MAKEFILE listed, select Files of 
type *.* to show all file types. You should now see the file in the list.
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To run the examples, execute run.bat in the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\Sdk\Examples\ODBC directory. The first four examples have their 
own output windows showing the log of what is done. Closing the current example 
window causes the next example to be run. The output displayed in the example 
windows is also printed in the log files, odbctbl.log, odbcview.log, odbcfunc.log, 
odbctype.log. The "long" example output is collected in the output file long.out.

2.4.1 What the Examples Do
The following sections describe the funtionality of the samples found in Oracle_
Home\Mobile\Sdk\Examples.

2.4.1.1 odbctbl
This is an ODBC SQL Table example. It shows you how to manipulate tables using 
ODBC API. It creates table EMP with columns ID, NAME, START_DATE, SALARY, 
populates this table with the data, does an update on the salary column, selectively 
deletes some rows, then selects from the resulting table and shows the results of the  
fetch operation. At the end, the EMP table is dropped.

2.4.1.2 odbcview
This is an ODBC SQL View example. It shows you how to manipulate views using 
the ODBC API. It creates table EMP (as above) and view HIGH_PAID_EMP 
selecting the full name (using the CONCAT scalar function), HIRE_DATE and 
SALARY from the EMP table. Then EMP is populated. After that a select is 
performed from the HIGH_PAID_EMP view is issued to see the populated data. 
Then the salary column of EMP is updated, some rows are deleted from EMP, and 
again the select from HIGH_PAID_EMP is issued to see how those changes are 
reflected in the view. Finally, the view and the table are dropped.

2.4.1.3 odbcfunc
This is  an ODBC SQL Scalar Functions example. It shows you how to use scalar 
functions in  the ODBC API. It creates table EMP, populates it with the data, then 
does select ID, FULL_NAME from EMP, where to calculate full name it uses odbc 
scalar function CONCAT with last and first names as arguments. Then it updates 
the table converting last name to uppercase and first name to lowercase for IDs < 3 
using odbc scalar functions UCASE and LCASE. The new data is selected and 
displayed again. At the end the table EMP is dropped.
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2.4.1.4 odbctype
This is ODBC SQL Types Example. It shows you how to manipulate different data 
types using ODBC API. This test just creates table EMP, populates it with data, 
selects all the rows and displays the result, but the columns are bound differently 
from the previous tests. First, it calls SQLNumResultCols to find the number of 
result columns. Then, for each result column, it calls SQLDescribeCol to get all the 
information about that column, such as column name, column name length, column 
type, column length, column scale, etc.  This information is then used to bind the 
column. This shows how you can get the type information from the database using  
the ODBC API.

2.4.1.5 long
This example exercises the basic read/write functions of SQL LONG VARCHAR. It 
creates (first drops) table LONG_DATA with one LONG VARCHAR column and 
inserts the data into the table. For each row the data is put in frames, where each 
frame represents a buffer of long varchar data (of length 4096). The example uses 
SQLParamData and SQLPutData to send each frame to populate the row. Then the 
select from the table is issued to fetch the rows and read long varchar data from the 
table. For each row, the data is also read in frames, using SQLGetData until SQL_
NO_DATA_FOUND is returned. These actions are logged into the file "long.out".
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Synchronization

This document discusses replication with the Mobile Server. Topics include:

■ Section 3.1, "Overview"

■ Section 3.2, "Mapping Datatypes Between the Oracle Server and Clients"

■ Section 3.3, "The Publish and Subscribe Model"

■ Section 3.4, "Publish and Subscribe Method Specialized Functions"

■ Section 3.5, "Setting Up the Mobile Sync for Windows"

■ Section 3.6, "Programming with the OCAPI.DLL"

■ Section 3.7, "Mobile Server System Catalog Views"

3.1 Overview
Mobile Server allows applications and data to be replicated, synchronized, and 
shared with an Oracle server. Data can be mapped directly to an Oracle8i data 
server through a Mobile Server agent communicating with the Oracle8i database. 
The Mobile Server uses a publish/subscribe model that manages the data 
subsetting policy. Data is mapped to Oracle8i through transport by HTTP.

The Message Generator and Processor (MGP) is a Java background process that 
uploads transactions from the applications running on clients. The MGP then 
applies the transactions to Oracle databases. It also generates new updates (data) for 
clients to download. Please refer to the Oracle9i Lite Publishing, Managing, and 
Deploying Guide for more information concerning administration of the MGP.
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3.1.1 Publication and Subscription 
The Mobile Server uses publications and subscriptions to handle user operations.. 
Publications are (optionally parameterized) queries that are defined against 
Oracle8i tables or views. A publication is subscribed to by one or more users. The 
Mobile Server tracks users. Through established subscriptions, the Mobile Server 
prepares any new data for each client. Data can be partitioned either horizontally by 
rows, or vertically by columns. Only the required subset of data is downloaded to 
each client. 

In the Mobile Server publish and subscribe model, each publication can contain 
multiple publication items. A publication item typically maps to a table on the 
client. You can rename table columns within publication items. Each publication 
item can contain multiple parameters. See Section 3.3, "The Publish and Subscribe 
Model" for more information.

3.1.2 Client Device Database DDL Operations 
The first time a client synchronizes, the Mobile Server automatically enables Mobile 
Server to create the database objects on the client in the form of snapshots. By 
default, the primary key index of a table is automatically replicated from the server. 
You can create secondary indexes on the through a publication item. If you do not 
want the primary index, you must explicitly drop it from the publication items. See 
the Consolidator Admin API Specification, for specific API information. 

3.1.3 Database Support
On the server side, the Mobile Server works against Oracle8. On the client side, the 
Mobile Sync supports replication with the Oracle Lite database on any platform 
supported by Oracle Lite.

3.1.4 Binding User-Defined PL/SQL Packages
The Mobile Server synchronization process can be customized in many ways. You 
can attach application logic to the Mobile Server by binding PL/SQL packages to 
publication items. The packages must expose the BeforeCompose, 
AfterCompose, BeforeApply, and AfterApply methods. The Mobile Server 
calls these methods before and after it:

■ Applies client changes to server tables on behalf of Mobile Sync clients.

■ Composes fast-refresh changes for a given publication item.
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The Mobile Server passes the current Mobile Sync user name information to these 
methods. 

User-defined PL/SQL packages can cache or pre-compute data. They can also 
resolve foreign key constraint violation problems. See Section 3.1.7, "Foreign Key 
Constraints in Updatable Publication Items" for more information. See Section 3.4.3, 
"Callback Customization Using Compose and Apply" for details on using these 
calls. 

3.1.5 Special Characters Allowed in Database Base Objects 
Special characters including spaces are supported in table names, view names, and 
column names in database base objects. Users must provide object names to the 
Mobile Server exactly as they are stored in the database (in most cases, using 
uppercase letters). 

3.1.6 Fast Refresh and Update Operation for Views
The Mobile Server supports fast refresh and update operations for complex 
multiple table publications that meet specific criteria.

The Mobile Server supports fast refresh and update operations for complex 
multiple table publications that meet specific criteria. During a fast refresh, 
incremental changes are replicated, during a complete refresh all data is refreshed 
with current data.

3.1.6.1 Updatable Parent Tables
For a view to be updatable, it must have a parent table. A parent table can be any 
one of the view’s base tables in which a primary key is included in the view’s 
column list and is unique in the view’s row set. If you want to make a view 
updatable, you must provide the Mobile Server with the appropriate hint and the 
view’s parent table before you create a publication item on the view. 

3.1.6.2 Using Parent Table Hints and INSTEAD OF Triggers
To make view-based publication items updatable, you must use the following two 
mechanisms:

■ Parent table hints

■ INSTEAD OF triggers
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Parent table hints define the parent table for a given view. Parent table hints are 
provided through the ParentHint function in the Consolidator Admin API. See 
"Parent Hint" in the Consolidator Admin API Specification, for more information.

INSTEAD OF triggers are used to execute INSTEAD OF INSERT, INSTEAD OF 
UPDATE, or INSTEAD OF DELETE commands. INSTEAD OF triggers also map 
these DML commands into operations that are performed against the view’s base 
tables. INSTEAD OF triggers are a function of Oracle8. See the Oracle8i 
documentation for details on INSTEAD OF triggers.

3.1.6.3 Fast Refresh for Views
Publication items are created for fast refresh by default. Under fast refresh, only 
incremental changes are replicated. The advantages of fast refresh are reduced 
overhead and increased speed when replicating data stores with large amounts of 
data where there are limited changes between synchronization sessions.

The Mobile Server performs a fast refresh of a view if the view meets the following 
criteria:

■ Each of the view’s base tables must have a primary key.

■ All primary keys from all base tables must be included in the view’s column 
list.

■ If the item is a view, and the item predicate involves multiple tables, then all 
tables contained in the predicate definition must have primary keys and must 
have corresponding publication items.

The view requires only a unique primary key for the parent table. The primary keys 
of other tables may be duplicated. For each base table primary key column, you 
must provide the Mobile Server with a hint about the column name in the view. You 
can accomplish this by using PrimaryKeyHint in the Consolidator Admin API. 
See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

3.1.6.4 Complete Refresh for Views
Publication items can be created for complete refresh using the CompleteRefresh 
call from the Consolidator Admin API. When this mode is specified, client data is 
completely refreshed with current data from the server after every sync. An 
administrator can force a complete refresh on an entire publication on an entire 
publication via an API call. The complete refresh function forces complete refresh of 
a publication for a given client. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more 
information.
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3.1.7 Foreign Key Constraints in Updatable Publication Items
Replicating tables between Oracle8 and clients in updatable mode can result in 
foreign key constraint violations if the tables have referential integrity constraints. 
When a foreign key constraint violation occurs, the server rejects the client 
transaction. 

3.1.7.1 Foreign Key Constraint Violation Example
For example, two tables EMP and DEPT have referential integrity constraints. The 
DeptNum (department number) attribute in the DEPT table is a foreign key in the 
EMP table. The DeptNum value for each employee in the EMP table must be a valid 
DeptNum value in the DEPT table.

A Mobile Server user adds a new department to the DEPT table, and then adds a 
new employee to this department in the EMP table. The transaction first updates 
DEPT and then updates the EMP table. However, the database application does not 
store the sequence in which these operations were executed. 

When the user replicates with the Mobile Server, the Mobile Server updates the 
EMP table first. In doing so, it attempts to create a new record in EMP with an 
invalid foreign key value for DeptNum. Oracle8i detects a referential integrity 
violation. The Mobile Server rolls back the transaction and places the transaction 
data in the Mobile Server error queue. In this case, the foreign key constraint 
violation occurred because the operations within the transaction are performed out 
of their original sequence.

3.1.7.2 Avoiding Constraint Violations with BeforeApply and After Apply
PL/SQL allows you to avoid foreign key constraint violations based on 
out-of-sequence operations by using DEFERRABLE constraints in conjunction with 
the BeforeApply and AfterApply functions. DEFERRABLE constraints can be 
either INITIALLY IMMEDIATE or INITIALLY DEFERRED. The behavior of 
DEFERRABLE INITIALLY IMMEDIATE foreign key constraints is identical to 
regular immediate constraints. They can be applied interchangeably to applications 
without impacting functionality.

The Mobile Server calls the BeforeApply function before it applies client 
transactions to the server and calls the AfterApply function after it applies the 
transactions. Using the BeforeApply function, you can set constraints to 
DEFFERED to delay referential integrity checks. After the transaction is applied, 
call the AfterApply function to set constraints to IMMEDIATE. At this point, if a 
client transaction violates referential integrity, it is rolled back and moved into the 
error queues.
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To prevent foreign key constraint violations using DEFERRABLE constraints:

1. Drop all foreign key constraints and then recreate them as DEFERRABLE 
constraints.

2. Bind user-defined PL/SQL packages to publications that contain tables with 
referential integrity constraints. 

3. The PL/SQL package should set constraints to DEFERRED in the 
BeforeApply function and IMMEDIATE in the AfterApply function as in 
the following example featuring a table named SAMPLE3 and a constraint 
named address.14_fk:

     procedure BeforeApply(clientname varchar2) is
     cur integer;
     begin
       cur := dbms_sql.open_cursor;
       dbms_sql.parse(cur,’SET CONSTRAINT SAMPLE3.address14_fk
                       DEFERRED’, dbms_sql.native);
       dbms_sql.close_cursor(cur);
     end;
     procedure AfterApply(clientname varchar2) is
     cur integer;
     begin
       cur := dbms_sql.open_cursor;
       dbms_sql.parse(cur, ’SET CONSTRAINT SAMPLE3.address14_fk
                       IMMEDIATE’, dbms_sql.native);
       dbms_sql.close_cursor(cur);
     end;

3.1.7.3 Avoiding Constraint Violations with Table Weights
Mobile Server uses table weight to determine which order to apply Client 
Operations to master tables. Table weight is expressed as an integer, and are 
implemented as follows:

1. Client INSERT operations are executed first, from lowest to highest table weight 
order.

2. Client DELETE operations are executed next, from highest to lowest table 
weight order.

3. Client UPDATE operations are executed last, from lowest to highest table 
weight order.
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In the example listed in Section 3.1.7.1, "Foreign Key Constraint Violation Example", 
a constraint violation error could be resolved by assigning DEPT a lower table 
weight than EMP. For example:

(DEPT weight=1, EMP weight=2)

3.1.8 Replication Errors and Conflicts
With the Mobile Server, a compatibility with Oracle8 advanced replication error 
occurs when the client updates a row at the same time that the server deletes it. All 
other errors, such as nullity violations or foreign key constraint violations, are 
replication errors. 

The Mobile Server does not automatically resolve replication errors. Instead, the 
Mobile Server rolls back the corresponding transactions, and moves the transaction 
operations into the Mobile Server error queue. Later, Mobile Server database 
administrators can change these transaction operations and re-execute or purge 
them from the error queue. 

A Mobile Server replication conflict occurs if: 

■ The client and the server update the same row.

■ The client and server create rows with the same primary key values.

■ The client deletes the same row that the server updates.

See Section 3.4.7, "Resolving Conflicts Using the Error Queue" for more information 
on conflict resolution techniques.

3.1.8.1 Versioning
The Mobile Server uses internal versioning to detect replication conflicts. A version 
number is maintained for each client record as well as for each server record. When 
a client’s changes are applied to the server, the Mobile Server will detect version 
mismatches and resolve conflicts according to winning rules.

3.1.8.2 Winning Rules
The Mobile Server uses winning rules to automatically resolve replication conflicts. 
The following winning rules are supported:

■ Client wins

■ Server wins
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When the client wins, the Mobile Server automatically applies client changes to the 
server. When the server wins, the Mobile Server automatically composes changes 
for the client.

You can customize the Mobile Server’s conflict resolution mechanism by setting the 
winning rule to "Client Wins" and attaching BEFORE INSERT, UPDATE, and 
DELETE triggers to database tables. The triggers compare old and new row values 
and resolve client changes as specified. 

3.2 Mapping Datatypes Between the Oracle Server and Clients
The Oracle8 and Oracle9i Lite tables that the Mobile Server synchronizes must use 
compatible datatypes. Oracle8 datatypes are compatible with Oracle9i Lite 
datatypes.

3.2.1 Oracle Lite Datatypes
All Oracle9i Lite-based snapshots are created by the Mobile Sync during replication. 
The Mobile Server automatically selects Oracle9i Lite datatypes depending on data 
precision in Oracle8. The following table shows the data conversion. Oracle 
datatypes appear in the left column and Oracle9i Lite datatypes appear in the top 
row. "X" indicates unconditionally supported and "-" indicates not supported. Datatypes 
1B, 2B, and 4B are specifically OKAPI datatypes. See the Oracle9i Lite Object Kernal 
API Reference for more information.

Table 3–1 Oracle Lite Datatypes

Oracle 8 
Datatypes 1B 2B 4B FLOAT DOUBLE DATETIME

LONG-
VARBINARY VARCHAR

INTEGER   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

VARCHAR2    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

VARCHAR    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

CHAR    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

SMALLINT   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

FLOAT   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

DOUBLE
PRECISION

  X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

NUMBER   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -
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3.3 The Publish and Subscribe Model
The Mobile Server uses a publish and subscribe model to centrally manage data 
distribution between Oracle servers and clients. The publish and subscribe model 
can be implemented programmatically to invoke certain specialized features using 
the Web-to-Go API and the Consolidator Admin API both of which are part of the 
Mobile Server. 

This model includes the following:

DATE    -    -    -      -         -            X            -            -

LONG RAW    -    -    -      -         -            -            X            -

LONG    -    -    -      -         -            -            -            X

BLOB    -    -    -      -         -            -            X            -

CLOB    -    -    -      -         -            -            -            -

Table 3–2 Publish/Subscribe Model Elements

Item Description

publication A publication is a group of publication items.

publication item A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies 
which data subset a user can access. A publication item usually 
corresponds to a replica table on the client.

subscription A subscription associates a user with a publication and may 
contain subscription parameters.

Table 3–1 Oracle Lite Datatypes

Oracle 8 
Datatypes 1B 2B 4B FLOAT DOUBLE DATETIME

LONG-
VARBINARY VARCHAR
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To implement the Mobile Server publish/subscribe model, perform the following: 

1. Connect to Mobile Server.

2. Create users.

3. Create publications. 

4. Create publication items and set winning rules.

5. Add publication items to publications.

6. Create publication item indexes as required.

7. Create sequences.

8. Subscribe users to publications.

9. Partition sequences for clients.

10. Define user subscription parameters to publications.

11. Instantiate the subscriptions.

user A user is defined by a user name and a password. The Mobile 
Server synchronizes data according to the client’s 
subscriptions.

■ A user can use a single user name to synchronize data 
stored on multiple clients. When the user changes devices, 
the Mobile Server performs a complete refresh of all the 
user’s subscriptions on the new device. 

■ A user can use multiple user names to synchronize data 
on a single client. When the user attempts to change user 
names, the Mobile Server ignores all client updates and 
performs a complete refresh of all the client’s 
subscriptions.

subscription parameter A subscription parameter uses names and string values to 
define an individual client’s subscription to an individual 
publication. Subscription parameters enable clients to perform 
data subsetting, and they restrict the number of rows assigned 
to each client. Typical subscription parameters can include user 
names and application specific values like employee numbers 
area code. 

Table 3–2 Publish/Subscribe Model Elements

Item Description
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You can implement the Mobile Server publish/subscribe model by using one of the 
following:

3.3.1 API Reference
The methods discussed in the following sections are labeled to direct you to the part 
of the specific API document where they can be found. Entries referring to the 
Resource Manager package are children of the Mobile Admin class found in the 
Web-to-Go API. Entries referring to the Consolidator class are part of the 
Consolidator Admin API.

You can follow the links from the index.htm document or look in the Oracle_
home\Mobile\Doc\javadoc folder.

3.3.2 Connecting to Mobile Server
This section describes how to connect to the Mobile Server using Java methods.

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.openConnection("MOBILEADMIN", "MANAGER");

3.3.3 User Functions of the Resource Manager Class
This section describes how to create a user, change a password, and drop a user 
using the Web-to-Go API.

Table 3–3 Methods to Implement Publish and Subscribe Model

Implementation Method Definition

Packaging Wizard The preferred method. See Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging 
Wizard" for more information.

Pure Java methods The Consolidator Admin API and Web-to-Go API are executed 
from a Java program using pure Java methods. In order to use 
this method, consolidator.jar and wtg.jar must be in the 
classpath statement of the development system.

Note: The Consolidator Admin API is case sensitive. The 
Web-to-Go API is not case sensitive. 
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3.3.3.1 Create User
You can create Mobile Server users with the CreateUser() function which has the 
following syntax:

public static boolean createUser(String userName, String password, String 
fullName, String privilege);

The following example creates a user "MOBILE" with the parameters listed in the 
table:

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.createUser("MOBILE","MOBILE","MOBILEUSER","C");

3.3.3.2 Change Password
You can change passwords for Mobile Server users with the SetPassword() 
function which has the following syntax:

public static void setPassword(String userName, String newpwd);

The following example changes the password for the user "MOBILE":

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.setPassword("MOBILE","MOBILENEW");

Table 3–4 Create User Example Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for mobile client.

password "MOBILE" Specifies the password for user name MOBILE.

fullName "MOBILEUSER" Specifies the full name for user MOBILE.

privilege "C" Specifies that this user can connect to Mobile 
Server.

Table 3–5 Set Password Example Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for mobile client. 

newpwd "MOBILENEW" Specifies the new password for the mobile 
client.
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3.3.3.3 Drop User
You can drop existing Mobile Server users with the dropUser() function using the 
following syntax:

public static void dropUser(String userName);

The following example drops the user "MOBILE":

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.dropUser("MOBILE");

3.3.4 Creating Publications
This section describes how to create a publication using the Consolidator Class.

3.3.4.1 Defining Publication Items
Publication item names are limited to twenty-six characters and must be unique 
across all publications. Publication items can be defined for both tables and views. 

When publishing Updatable multi-table views, there are certain restrictions that 
apply:

■ The view must contain a parent table with a primary key defined.

■ INSTEAD OF triggers must be defined for DML operations on the view.

■ All base tables of the view must be published.

■ All records should be inserted into your base object prior to creating your 
publication item.

3.3.4.2 Data Subsetting
When creating publication items, the user can define a parameterized select 
statement with a character limit of up to an 8k. Subscription parameters can be 
specified at this time, and will be used during replication to limit the data published 
to each client. String substitution is used to replace the values of the parameters 
when a user subscribes.

Table 3–6 Drop User Example Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for 
mobile client.
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Using the Consolidator Class
You can create publications using the CreatePublication function, which has 
the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublication(String name, int client_storage_type,
   String client_name_template, String enforce_ri) throws ThrowableConsolidator

The following example creates a publication named "T_SAMPE1" with the 
parameters listed in the table:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublication("T_SAMPLE1", Consolidator.OKPI_WIN32, "%s", 
null); 

3.3.5 Creating Publication Items
This section describes how to create publication items.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can create publication items using the CreatePublicationItem function, 
which has the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublicationItem(String name, String owner, 
String store, String refresh_mode, String select_stmt, String cbk_owner, String 
cbk_name) throws Throwable

Table 3–7 Create Publication Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

client_storage_type Consolidator.OKPI_WIN32 A constant which defines the 
platform type. See the 
Oracle9i Lite Consolidator 
Admin API Specification for 
more information.

client_ name_template ’%s’ The default.

enforce_ri null This parameter is always 
NULL.

Note: If you use Oracle Lite database as the client storage type, 
the database does not have an extension. 
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The following examples create a publication item named P_SAMPLE1 with the 
parameters listed in the table:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublicationItem("P_SAMPLE1", "SAMPLE1", "ADDROLRL4P", "F" ,
   "SELECT LastName, FirstName, company, phone1, phone2, phone3, phone4,
    phone5, phone1id, phone2id, phone3id, phone4id, phone5id, displayphone,
    address, city, state, zipcode, country, title, custom1, custom2, custom3,
    custom4, note
    FROM sample1.addrolrl4p WHERE upper(company) > :COMP", null, null);

3.3.5.1 Null Sync Callout
Mobile Server makes a callout during synchronization indicating whether the client 
is attempting a null sync. A null sync refers to the fact that the client has no changes 
to upload. This callout can be implemented by creating a PL/SQL package within 
the Mobile Server repository. The package must have the following specification:

create or replace package CUSTOMIZE as procedure
NullSync(p_Client IN varchar2, p_NullSync as boolean);

Table 3–8 Create Publication Item Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

name P_SAMPLE1 Specifies the publication. This string cannot exceed 
26 characters.

owner SAMPLE1 Specifies that SAMPLE1 is the base object owner.

store ADDROLRL4P Specifies that ADDROLRL4P is the base object 
name.

refresh_mode F or C Defines the refresh mode as fast or complete. See 
Section 3.1.6, "Fast Refresh and Update Operation 
for Views" for more information. 

select_stmt See the examples. Selects data from the specified columns in 
sample1.addrolrl4p

cbk_owner null Specifies the callback package owner as NULL. For 
more information, see Section 3.4.3, "Callback 
Customization Using Compose and Apply".

cbk_name null Specifies the callback package name as NULL. For 
more information, see Section 3.4.3, "Callback 
Customization Using Compose and Apply".
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end CUSTOMIZE;

3.3.6 Retrieving Publication Item Names
This section describes how to retrieve publication item names.

Using the Resource Manager Class
public static String getPublicationItemName(String Publication Item, int 
platform);

The constant int platform identifies the platform for which the snapshot was 
created. The constant argument is "ResourceManager." followed by "WTG", 
"PALM", "EPOC", or "WINCE" depending on the platform See the Web-to Go API 
Specification for more information. 

The following example returns a publication item called "DEPT" for an EPOC 
application.

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.getPublicationItemName("DEPT",ResourceManager.EPOC);

3.3.7 Creating Publication Item Indexes
The Mobile Server supports automatic deployment of indexes in Oracle Lite 
databases on clients. The Mobile Server automatically replicates primary key 
indexes from the server database. The Consolidator Admin API provides calls to 
explicitly deploy unique, regular, and primary key indexes to clients as well.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can deploy a publication item index with the 
CreatePublicationItemIndex function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublicationItemIndex(String name,

Table 3–9 Get Publication Item Name Example Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

PublicationItem DEPT String name identifying a 
snapshot or table.

platform ResourceManager.WTG Constant representing the 
platform type for which the 
snapshot was created.
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                    String publication_item, String pmode,
                    String columns) throws Throwable

The examples in this section create a publication item index named INDX001 for the 
publication item P_SAMPLE1. The publication item index is a regular index which 
includes the ZIPCODE column as defined in the table:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublicationItemIndex("INDX001", "P_SAMPLE1", "I", "ZIPCODE");

3.3.7.1 Define Client Indexes
Client-side indexes can be defined for existing publication items. There are three 
types of indexes that can be specified:

■ P - Primary key

■ U - Unique

■ I - Regular

Note: When an index of type ’U’ or ’P’ is defined on a publication item, there is no 
check for duplicate keys on the server. If the same constraints do not exist on the 
base object of the publication item, Mobile Sync may fail with a duplicate key 
violation. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

3.3.8 Adding Publication Items to the Publication
Once you create a publication item, you must associate it with a publication. To 
change the definition, you can either remove the publication item and then recreate 
it with the new definition, or use schema evolution depending on your 

Table 3–10 Create Publication Item Index Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

name INDX001 Defines INDX001 as the publication item 
to be created.

publication_item P_SAMPLE1 Defines P_SAMPLE1 as the index’s 
publication item.

pmode I Defines the index mode as regular.

columns ZIPCODE Includes the ZIPCODE column in the 
index.
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requirements. See "Drop Publication Item" and "Alter Publication Item" respectively 
in the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can add publication items to the publication using the AddPublicationItem 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void AddPublicationItem(String publication, String item,
String columns, String disabled_dml, String conflict_rule, String 
restricting-predicate, String weight) throws Throwable

The following examples add a publication item named P_SAMPLE1 to the 
publication T_SAMPLE1. The added publication item has the following parameters:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.AddPublicationItem("T_SAMPLE1", "P_SAMPLE1", null, null, "S", null, 

Table 3–11 Add Publication Item Sample Parameter

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE Defines T_SAMPLE as the publication to receive the 
new item.

item P_SAMPLE Defines P_SAMPLE as the publication item to be 
added.

columns null Specifies that no columns are renamed.

disabled_dml null Specifies that no options are selected for disabling 
DML. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for 
other values.

conflict_rule S Defines the server as the winner in conflict 
resolution. See Section 3.3.8.2, "Defining Conflict 
Rules" for other values.

restricting_
predicate

null Specifies high-priority mode. A restricting predicate 
can be assigned to a publication item as it is added 
to a publication. When a client is synchronizing in 
high priority mode, the predicate is used to limit 
data pushed to the client. This parameter can be 
null. This parameter is for advanced use.

weight null Specified as null or an integer to determine priority 
in executing Client Operations to master tables. See 
Section 3.3.8.3, "Using Table Weight" for more 
information.
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null);

3.3.8.1 Read-only Publication Items
Publication items can be defined as read-only by disabling the DML. See the 
Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

3.3.8.2 Defining Conflict Rules
When adding a publication item to a publication, the user can specify winning rules 
to resolve replication conflicts in favor of either the client ’C’ or the server ’S’. A 
Mobile Server replication conflict is detected under any of the following situations:

■ The same row was updated on the client and on the server.

■ Both the client and server created rows with equal primary keys.

■ The client deleted a row and the server updated the same row.

■ The client updated a row and the server deleted the same row is considered a 
replication error for compatibility with Oracle8i Advanced replication. 

■ For systems with delayed data processing, where a client’s data is not directly 
applied to the base table (for instance in a three tier architecture) a situation 
could occur when first a client inserts a row and then updates the same row, 
while server has not yet inserted the row into the base table. In that case, if the 
DEF_APPLY parameter in C$ALL_CONFIG is set to TRUE, an INSERT 
operation is performed, instead of the UPDATE. It is up to the application 
developers to resolve the resulting PK conflict. If, however, DEF_APPLY is not 
set, a "NO DATA FOUND" exception is thrown (see below for the replication 
error handling).

■ All the other errors including nullity violations and foreign key constraint 
violations are replication errors.

■ If replication errors are not automatically resolved,  the corresponding 
transactions are rolled back and transaction operations are moved into Mobile 
Server error queue. Mobile Server database administrators later can change 
these transaction operations and re-execute or purge transactions from the error 
queue.

See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.
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3.3.8.3 Using Table Weight
Table weight is an integer property of association between publications and 
publication items. Mobile Server uses table weight to determine which order to 
apply Client Operations to master tables as follows:

1. Client INSERT operations are executed first, from lowest to highest table weight 
order.

2. Client DELETE operations are executed next, from highest to lowest table 
weight order.

3. Client UPDATE operations are executed last, from lowest to highest table 
weight order.

3.3.9 Subscribing Users to a Publication
You can create a user subscription to a publication by using one of the following 
methods.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can subscribe users to a publication using the CreateSubscription 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreateSubscription(String publication, String clientid)
    throws Throwable

The following examples subscribe the client, DAVIDL, to the publication, T_
SAMPLE1, with the parameters listed in the following table.

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSubscription("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL");

3.3.10 Creating Sequences
The Mobile Server supports sequence partitioning and replication to clients. 

Table 3–12 Create Subscription Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication as T_
SAMPLE1.

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as 
DAVIDL.
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Using theConsolidator Class
You can create a sequence with the CreateSequence function, which has the 
following syntax:

public static void CreateSequence(String name) throws Throwable

The following examples create a sequence named CUSTOM1:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSequence("CUSTOM1");

Sequence support for native applications, created with C/C++ or Java, and web 
based applications, created using Web-to-Go, is somewhat different. The difference 
is that the CreateSequence() or CreateSequencePartition functions do not 
create a sequence object but do create the sequence defintion in the C$ALL_
SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS table. Follow the steps below: 

1. Package the native application using the Packagin g Wizard.

2. Publish the native application into the Mobile Server repository.

3. Use the Consolidator Admin API function CreateSequence or 
CreateSequencePartition. See the 

4. Synchronize. This creates a C$ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS table in the 
conscli.odb database. 

5. Native applications access the C$ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS table  from 
the conscli.odb database, retrieve CURR_VAL and INCR to compute a new 
unique number which then must be stored back to the C$ALL_SEQUENCE_
PARTITIONS table by the application.

6. Synchronize. This will sync up the C$ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS table.

3.3.11 Partitioning Sequences for Clients
You can use Mobile Server sequences to generate unique primary keys on clients. To 
use a replicated sequence, you need to first create it and then partition it for Mobile 
Sync users.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can create sequence partitions using the CreateSequencePartition 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreateSequencePartition(String name, String clientid,
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                     long curr_val, long incr) throws Throwable

The following examples partition the CUSTOM1 sequence using the parameters 
specified in the table:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSequencePartition("CUSTOM1", "DAVIDL", 1000, 1); 

3.3.12 Defining Client Subscription Parameters to Publications
Some publications have parameters. When a publication has parameters, you must 
set those parameters for the publication’s subscription.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can define subscription instantiation parameters with the SetSubscription 
Parameter function, which has the following syntax:

public static void SetSubscriptionParameter(String publication, String clientid,
                     String param_name, String param_value) throws Throwable

The following examples subscribe the client, DAVIDL, to the publication, T_
SAMPLE1, with the parameters listed in the table:

Table 3–13 Create Sequence Partition Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

name CUSTOM1 Defines CUSTOM1 as the 
sequence to be partitioned.

clientid DAVIDL Defines DAVIDL as the client 
to which the sequence is 
assigned.

curr_val 1000 Defines 1000 as the initial 
value of the sequence.

incr 1 Defines 1 as the increment 
value of the sequence.

Note: To ensure that the sequence is unique, use a unique starting 
position and set the increment value equal to the total number of 
clients on the server.
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.SetSubscriptionParameter("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL", "COMP", "’P’");

3.3.13 Instantiating the Subscription
After you set a subscription’s publication parameters, you complete the 
subscription process by instantiating the subscription. When the Mobile Server 
instantiates a subscription, it creates a complete internal representation of the 
subscription.

Using the Consolidator Class
You can instantiate a subscription with the InstantiateSubscription function, 
which has the following syntax:

public static void InstantiateSubscription(String publication,
                     String clientid) throws Throwable

The following example instantiates a client’s subscription to a publication, with the 
values specified in the table:

Table 3–14 Set Subscription Parameter Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication, T_
SAMPLE1.

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as 
DAVIDL.

param_name COMP Defines the parameter name 
as COMP.

param_value P Defines the parameter value 
as P.

Note: This method should only be used on publications created 
using the Consolidator Admin API.

Table 3–15 Instantiate Subscription Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication as T_
SAMPLE1.
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.InstantiateSubscription("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL"); 

3.3.14 Schema Evolution Using Alter Publication Item
You can add additional columns to existing publication items. These new columns 
are pushed to all subscribing clients the next time they synchronize. This is 
accomplished through a complete refresh of all changed publication items.

■ An administrator can add multiple columns.

■ This feature is supported for all client formats. 

■ The client does not upload snapshot information to the server. This also means 
the client cannot change snapshots directly on the client database, for example, 
you could not alter a table using Mobile SQL on EPOC.

■ Publication item upgrades will be deferred during high priority 
synchronizations. This is necessary for low bandwidth networks, such as 
wireless, because all publication item upgrades require a complete refresh of 
changed publication items. While the high priority flag is set, high priority 
clients will continue to receive the old publication item format.

■  The server needs to support a maximum of two versions of a publication item 
which has been altered.

3.3.14.1 Alter Publication Item
This allows additional columns to be added to an existing publication item.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
public static void AlterPublicationItem(String name, String select_stmt)
   throws Throwable 

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as 
DAVIDL.

Table 3–15 Instantiate Subscription Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.AlterPublicationItem("P_SAMEPLE1", "select * from EMP");

3.4 Publish and Subscribe Method Specialized Functions
The following features include special functions which are not required for most 
application designs.

3.4.1 Caching Publication Item Queries
This feature allows complex publication item queries to be cached. This applies to 
queries that cannot be optimized by the Oracle query engine. By caching the query 
in a temporary table, the Consolidator template can join to the snapshot more 
efficiently.

Storing the data in a temporary table does result in additional overhead to MGP 
operation, and the decision to use it should only be made after first attempting to 
optimize the publication item query to perform well inside the Consolidator 
template. If the query cannot be optimized in this way, the caching method should 
be used.

The following SQL example contains a template used by the MGP during the 
compose phase to identify client records that are no longer valid which should be 
deleted from the client:

UPDATE cmp$pub_item map
SET delte = true
WHERE client = <clientid>
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT ’EXISTS’ FROM
    (<publication item query>) snapshot
     WHERE map.pk = snapshot.pk);

Table 3–16 Alter Publication Item Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Description

name P_SAMPLE1 A character string specifying 
the publication item name.

select_stmt select * from EMP A new publication item select 
statement containing 
additional columns.
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In this example, when <publication item query> becomes too complex, 
because it contains multiple nested qubqueries, unions, virtual columns, connect by 
clauses, and other complex functions, the query optimizer is unable to determine an 
acceptable plan. This can result in a serious impact to performance during the MGP 
compose phase. Storing the publication item query in a temporary table using the 
publication item query caching feature flattens the query structure and enables the 
template to effectively join to it.

3.4.1.1 Enabling Publication Item Query Caching 
The following API enables  publication item query caching. 

Using the Consolidator Class
public static void EnablePublicationItemQueryCache(String name) 
      throws java.lang.Throwable

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.EnablePublicationItemQueryCache(
     "P_SAMPLE1");

3.4.1.2 Disabling Publication Item Query Caching 
The following API disables  publication item query caching. 

Using the Consolidator Class
public static void DisablePublicationItemQueryCache(String name) 
      throws java.lang.Throwable

Table 3–17 Publication Item Query Caching Enabling Parameters

Parameters Description

name A string specifying the name of the publication item.

Table 3–18 Publication Item Query Caching Disabling Parameters

Parameters Description

name A string specifying the name of the publication item.
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.DisablePublicationItemQueryCache(
     "P_SAMPLE1");

3.4.2 Selective Synchronization
This feature allows the mobile application to select the way specific tables are 
synchronized. The mobile application, which is a native application  created using 
C/C++, Visual Basic, or Java,  uses the Mobile Sync API ocSetTableSyncFlag() 
function to determine which publication and publication item need to be 
synchronized. The application calls this function and sets the sync_flag parameter 
to either 1 (sync) or 0 (not sync) for each table. The list of tables therefore can be 
changed dynamically during runtime allowing the application developer to 
programmatically control selective synchroniztion. See Section 3.6, "Programming 
with the OCAPI.DLL" for more information. 

3.4.3 Callback Customization Using Compose and Apply 
When creating publication items, the user can specify a customizable package to be 
called during the Apply and Compose phase of the MGP background process. 
Client data is accumulated in the inqueue prior to being processed by the MGP. 
Once processed by the MGP, data is accumulated in the outqueue before being 
pulled to the client by Mobile Sync.

These procedures enable you to incorporate customized code into the process. The 
clientname and tranid are passed to allow for customization at the user and 
transaction level.

procedure BeforeApply(clientname varchar2)

This procedure must be called after all client’s data is applied.

procedure AfterApply(clientname varchar2)

This procedure must be called before client’s data with tranid is applied.

procedure BeforeTranApply(tranid number)

This procedure must be called after client’s data with tranid is applied.

procedure AfterTranApply(tranid number)

This procedure must be called before outqueue is composed.

procedure BeforeCompose(clientname varchar2)
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This procedure must be called after outqueue is composed.

procedure AfterCompose(clientname varchar2)

3.4.4 Defining Customized DML Operations
Once a publication item has been created, a user can use Java to specify a 
customized PL/SQL procedure which is stored in the Mobile Server repository to 
be called in place of all DML operations for that publication item. There can be only 
one mobile DML procedure for each publication item. The procedure should be 
created with the following structure: 

AnySchema.AnyPackage.AnyName(DML in CHAR(1), COL1 in TYPE, COL2 in TYPE, COLn.., 
PK1 in TYPE, PK2 in TYPE, PKn..)

For example, if you want to have a DML procedure for publication item "example", 
which is defined by the following query:

select A,B,C from publication_item_example_table

Assuming "A" is the primary key column for "example", then your DML procedure 
would have the following signature:

any_schema.any_package.any_name(DML in CHAR(1), A in TYPE, B in TYPE, C in 
TYPE,A_OLD in TYPE)

During runtime this procedure will be called with ’I’, ’U’, or ’D’ as the DML type. 
For insert and delete operations, A_OLD will be null. In the case of updates, it will 
be set to the primary key of the row that is being updated. Once the PL/SQL 

Table 3–19 Mobile DML Operation Parameters

Parameter Description

DML DML operation for each row. Values can be "D" for DELETE, "I" for 
INSERT, or "U" for UPDATE.

COL1 ... COLn List of columns defined in the publication item. The column names 
must be specified in the same order that they appear n the 
publication item query. If the publication item was created with 
"SELECT * FROM example", the column order must be the same as 
they appear in the table "example".

PK1 ... PKn List of primary key columns. The column names must be specified in 
the same order that they appear in the base or parent table.
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procedure is defined, it can be attached to the publication item through the 
following API call:

Consolidator.AddMobileDmlProcedure("PUB_example","example","any_schema.any_
package.any_name")

where "example" is the publication item name and "PUB_example" is the 
publication name.

Please refer to the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information on 
calling this API. 

3.4.4.1 PL/SQL Code Example
The following piece of PL/SQL code defines an actual DML procedure for a 
publication item in one of the sample publications. As described below, the ORD_
MASTER table. The query was defined as:

SQL Statement
SELECT * FROM ord_master", where ord_master has a single column primary key on 
"ID"

ord_master Table
SQL> desc ord_master
Name                                      Null?    Type
----------------------------------------- -------- -------------
ID                                        NOT NULL NUMBER(9)
DDATE                                              DATE
STATUS                                             NUMBER(9)
NAME                                               VARCHAR2(20)
DESCRIPTION                                        VARCHAR2(20)

Code Example
CREATE OR REPLACE  PACKAGE "SAMPLE11"."ORD_UPDATE_PKG"  AS
 procedure  UPDATE_ORD_MASTER(DML CHAR,ID NUMBER,DDATE DATE,STATUS
NUMBER,NAME VARCHAR2,DESCRIPTION VARCHAR2, ID_OLD NUMBER);
END ORD_UPDATE_PKG;
/
CREATE OR REPLACE  PACKAGE BODY "SAMPLE11"."ORD_UPDATE_PKG" as
  procedure  UPDATE_ORD_MASTER(DML CHAR,ID NUMBER,DDATE DATE,STATUS
NUMBER,NAME VARCHAR2,DESCRIPTION VARCHAR2, ID_OLD NUMBER) is
  begin
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    if DML = ’U’ then
     execute immediate ’update ord_master set id = :id, ddate = :ddate,
status = :status, name = :name, description = ’||’’’’||’from
ord_update_pkg’||’’’’||’ where id = :id_old’
      using id,ddate,status,name,id_old;
    end if;
    if DML = ’I’ then
 begin
      execute immediate ’insert into ord_master values(:id, :ddate,
:status, :name, ’||’’’’||’from ord_update_pkg’||’’’’||’)’
        using id,ddate,status,name;
 exception
  when others then
   null;
 end;
    end if;
    if DML = ’D’ then
     execute immediate ’delete from ord_master where id = :id’
      using id;
    end if;
  end UPDATE_ORD_MASTER;
end ORD_UPDATE_PKG;
/

The API call to add this DML procedure is:

Consolidator.AddMobileDMLProcedure("T_SAMPLE11","P_SAMPLE11-M","SAMPLE11.ORD_
UPDATE_PKG.UPDATE_ORD_MASTER")

where "T_SAMPLE11" is the publication name and "P_SAMPLE11-M" is the 
publication item name.

3.4.5  Virtual Primary Key
You can specify a virtual primary key for publication items where the base object 
does not have a primary key defined. A virtual primary key can be created for more 
than one column, but the API must be called seperately for each column you wish 
to assign a virtual primary key. There are methods for creating and dropping a 
virtual primary key.

3.4.5.1 Create Virtual Primary Key Column
This creates a virtual primary key column.
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Using the Consolidator Class
This is used to create an updateable publication item where the primary key is a 
virtual column. 

public static void CreateVirtualPKColumn(String owner, String store, String 
column) throws Throwable 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateVirtualPKColumn("SAMPLE1", "DEPT", "DEPT_ID"); 

3.4.5.2 Drop Virtual Primary Key Column
This allows a virtual primary key to be dropped.

Using the Consolidator Class
public static void DropVirtualPKColumn(String owner, String store) throws 
Throwable 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.DropVirtualPKColumn("SAMPLE1", "DEPT"); 

Table 3–20 Create Virtual Primary Key Column Parameters

Parameter Value Description

owner SAMPLE_1 A string specifying a the 
owner of the base object.

store DEPT A string specifying the base 
object.

column DEPT_ID A string specifying the 
primary key column.

Table 3–21 Drop Virtual Primary Key Column Parameters

Parameter Value Description

owner SAMPLE_1 A string specifying a the 
owner of the base object.

store DEPT A string specifying the base 
object.
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3.4.6 Restricting Predicate
A restricting predicate can be assigned to a publication item as it is added to a 
publication. When a client is synchronizing in high priority mode, the predicate is 
used to limit data pushed to the client. This parameter can be null. This parameter is 
for advanced use.

3.4.7 Resolving Conflicts Using the Error Queue
For each publication item created, a separate and corresponding error queue is 
created. The purpose of this queue is to store transactions that fail due to 
unresolved conflicts. The administrator can attempt to resolve the conflicts, either 
by modifying the error queue data or that of the server, and then she may attempt 
to re-apply the transaction via the Execute Transaction API call. The administrator 
may also purge the error queues through the Purge Transaction API call. 

3.4.7.1 Execute Transaction
The execute transaction function re-executes transactions in the Mobile Server error 
queue.

Using the Consolidator Class
public static void ExecuteTransaction(String clientid, long tid)
   throws Throwable 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.ExecuteTransaction("DAVIDL", 100002); 

3.4.7.2 Purge Transaction
The purge transaction function purges a transaction from the Mobile Server error 
queue.

Table 3–22 Execute Transaction Parameters

Parameter Description

clientid The Mobile Sync Client name.

tid The transaction ID. These are generated strings which appear 
in the error queue.
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Using the Consolidator Class
public static void PurgeTransaction(String clientid, long tid) throws Throwable 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.PurgeTransaction("DAVIDL", 100001); 

3.5 Setting Up the Mobile Sync for Windows
Once you configure transport between Oracle8 and the Mobile Server running 
under Windows, you must install and configure Mobile Sync between  the Mobile 
Server and the client. 

3.5.1 Configuring Transport
The Mobile Client downloads and formats data from the Mobile Server. Before you 
can synchronize data between the server and Mobile Client for Windows, you must 
configure a TCP/IP network connection.

3.5.2 Testing Synchronization
Start the Mobile client application by going to Oracle_Home\Moble\SDK\Bin and 
running msync.exe.

Mobile Sync requires the following parameters:

Table 3–23 Purge Transaction Parameters

Parameter Value Description

clientid DAVIDL The Mobile Server user name.

tid 100001 The transaction ID. These are generated strings 
which appear in the error queue.

Table 3–24 Mobile Sync Parameters

Parameter Description

User Name Mobile Client user name. This field is not case sensitive.

Password Mobile Client password. This field is case sensitive.

Change Leave this box clear.

Save Password Select this check box to save the password.
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Use the following user name and password to make use of the SAMPLE11 sample 
application. A separate user name and password must be provided for any custom 
made applications and user snapshots.

■ User Name = S11U1

■ Password = MANAGER

1. Run msync.exe icon to start the Mobile Sync Client. The "Oracle Mobile Sync" 
screen appears.

Figure 3–1 Mobile Sync Screen

2. Enter the information in the necessary fields. Remember to select the Save 
Password check box. The ’Server’ field should contain an IP address.

3. Select the ’Apply’ button.

http://<mobile server> The Mobile Server IP address.

Use Proxy Select if appropriate.

Important: The Sample Orders demo is used in this chapter to 
demonstrate replication. This sample demo must be installed 
separately. See the Oracle9i Lite Installation and Configuration 
Guide for information on installing the Sample Orders demo 
application.

Table 3–24 Mobile Sync Parameters

Parameter Description
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4. Select the ’Sync’ button.

A progress bar appears to indicate the completion of each synchronization task: 
composing, sending receiving, and processing. The progress bar also displays the 
time each task took to complete. If synchronization executes successfully, the 
synchronization Success screen appears. If synchronization fails, a "sync failed" 
message appears. To determine the cause of a failed synchronization the server 
administrator can view tracing information in the Mobile Server log file.

3.6 Programming with the OCAPI.DLL
There are two ways to create applications to use the ocapi.dll using Visual Basic or 
C/C++. 

■ Section 3.6.1, "Mobile Sync COM API"

■ Section 3.6.2, "Mobile Sync API"

3.6.1 Mobile Sync COM API
The Mobile Sync COM API (MSync COM API) is an interface for programming 
applications that can start the synchronization process and enable a variety of 
settings. This interface is modular and extensible and makes use of the ocapi.dll 
through a wrapper style interface. The interface is designed to allow applications to 
be written primarily in Visual Basic, but other programming methods are supported 
by the COM interface such as VBScript, PowerBuilder and others.

3.6.1.1 Features and Components
TheMSyncCOM API supports the following features:

■ Starting the synchronization process

■ Tracking the progress of the synchronization process.

■ Setup of client side user profiles containing data such as user name, password, 
and server.

■ Assigning table level synchronization options.

■ Allow a choice of transport.

You can install theMSync COM API on a system where Mobile Server and the 
Mobile Development Kit is installed using the following steps: 

1. Change directories to the Oracle_Home\Mobile\bin directory. 
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2. Run the following command: regsvr32/s mSync_com.dll

TheMSyncCOM API and samples are now installed in the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\mSync\COM subdirectory. The following classes are 
contained in the mSync.dll library:

■ Section 3.6.1.2, "ISync Interface"

■ Section 3.6.1.3, "ISyncOption Interface"

■ Section 3.6.1.4, "ISyncProgressListener Interface"

The interface is contained in theMSync library. When using the ISync interface, you 
should use MSync.ISync as the interface name.

3.6.1.2 ISync Interface
The ISync interface, Msync.ISync allows the user to instantiate the 
synchronization process.

Example
The following Visual Basic code demostrates how to start a synchronization session 
using the default settings:

Dim sync As Msync.syn
Set sync = CreateObject("MSync.Sync")
sync.DoSync

In case no SyncOption is used, the interface loads the last saved information to 
perform the sync.

3.6.1.3 ISyncOption Interface
The ISyncOption class MSync.SyncOption defines the parameters of the 
synchronization process. It can be constructed manually, or use data loaded or 
saved from the user profile.

Table 3–25 ISync Interface Parameters

Name Description

HRESULT doSync() Start the synchronization process. This blocks access until the 
synchronization process is completed.
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Example
The following Visual Basic code demonstrates how to start a synchronization 
session using the default settings:

Set syncOpt = CreateObject("MSync.SyncOption")
’ Load last sync info
syncOpt.Load
’ Change user name to Sam
syncOpt.usename = "Sam"
Set sync = CreateObject("MSync.Sync")
' Tell ISync to use this option
sync.setOptionObject (syncOpt)
' Do sync
sync.DoSync

3.6.1.4 ISyncProgressListener Interface
ISync implements a connection point container to allow synchronization progress  
information to be tracked. ISyncProgressListener must be implemented to 
return updates from the ISync interface.

Table 3–26 ISyncOption Public Methods

Name Description

void load() Load the profile of the last user sync.

void save() Save settings to the user profile.

Table 3–27 ISyncOption Public Properties

Name Description

username Name of the user.

password User password.

transportType Type of transport to use. Only "HTTP" type supported 
currently.

transportParam Parameters of the transport.
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Example
The following Visual Basic code example demonstrates how to report events:

’ Define the ISync object with events
Dim WithEvents sync As MSync.sync

’ Create the callback.
’ The name of the call back is the name of the ISync object (not the class), and 
’ underscore and then the function name - progress
Private Sub sync_progress(ByVal progressType As Long, ByVal param1 As Long, 

Table 3–28 ISyncProgressListener Abstract Method

Name Description

HRESULT 
progress([in] int 
progressType, int param1, 
int param2

Called by the synchronization engine when new progress 
information is available. The progressType is set to one of 
the progress type constants defined in the 
ISyncProgressListener Constants table. Current is the 
current count completed, and total is the maximum. When 
current equals to total, then the stage is completed. The unit for 
total and current differs depending on the progressType

Table 3–29 ISyncProgressListener  Constants

Name Progress Type

PT_INIT Reports that synchronization engine is in the initializing stage. 
The current and total counts are both set to 0.

PT_PREPARE_SEND Reports that synchronization engine is preparing local data to 
be sent to the server. This includes getting locally modified 
data. For streaming implementations, this will be much 
shorter.

PT_SEND Reports that synchronization engine is sending the data to the 
network.

The total count denotes the number of bytes to be sent, and 
current is the currently sent byte count.

PT_RECEIVE Reports that the engine is receiving data from the server

The total count denotes the number of bytes to be received, 
and current is the currently received byte count.

PT_PROCESS_RECV Reports that the engine is applying the newly received data 
from the server to the local data stores

PT_COMPLETE Reports that the engine has completed the sync process.
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ByVal param2 As Long)
    Desc = ""
    ’ Decipher the progressType
    Select Case progressType
        Case PT_SEND
            Desc = "Sending data..."
        Case PT_RECV
            Desc = "Receiving..."
    End Select
End Sub

3.6.2 Mobile Sync API
The Mobile Sync API consists of five C/C++ function calls and a control structure, 
the definitions for which can be found in ocapi.h and ocapi.dll. This API allows an 
application to initiate and monitor synchronization with a database from a client 
rather than requiring that it be started from the Mobile Server. The default transport 
mechanism is HTTP, but other forms of transport can be specified if they are 
available.

3.6.2.1 ocSessionInit
Initialize the synchronization environment. 

Syntax
int ocSessionInit( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to an ocEnv structure buffer to hold the return synchronization 
environment.

Comments
This call initializes the ocEnv structure and restores any user settings that are saved 
in the last ocSaveUserInfo() call. A pointer to an ocEnv structure is passed as a 
parameter, and should be allocated by the caller. If the caller wants to overwrite the 
user preference information after the ocSessionInit() call, that can be done by 
calling ocSaveUserInfo(). The caller must allocate memory for the ocEnv 
strucutre. 
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3.6.2.2 ocSessionTerm
 Frees and performs a cleanup of the synchronization environment.

Syntax
int ocSessionTerm( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the environment structure returned by ocSessionInit.

Comments
De-initializes all the structures and memory created by the ocSessionInit() call. 
They should always be called in pair.

3.6.2.3 ocSaveUserInfo
 Saves user settings.

Syntax
int ocSaveUserInfo( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

Comments
This saves or overwrites the user settings into a file or database on the client side. 
The following information provided in the environment structure is saved:

■ Username

■ Password

■ SavePassword

■ NewPassword

■ Priority

■ Secure

■ PushOnly
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■ SyncApps

■ SyncNewPublication

For usage of these fields, please refer to the Section 3.6.3, "Mobile Sync API Data 
Structures".

3.6.2.4 ocDoSynchronize
Starts the synchronization process.

Syntax
int ocDoSynchronize( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

Comments
This starts the synchronization cycle. A round trip synchronization is activated if 
syncDirection is 0 (default). If syncDirection is 1, only the upload, or send 
operation, is performed. If syncDirection is 2, only the download, or receive 
operation is performed. Performing an upload-only synchronization is useful if 
client does not want to download data from the server. 

3.6.2.5 ocSetTableSyncFlag
Update the table flags for Selective Sync. Call this for each table to specify whether 
it should be synchronized(1) or not (0) for the next session. When this option is 
used, it must occur befor ocDoSync.

Syntax
ocSetTableSyncFlag(ocEnv *env, const char* publication_name, 
const char* table_name, short sync_flag)

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

publication_name
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Used on CreatePublication(), which is part of the Consolidator Admin API. 
See the Oracle9i Lite Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

If publication_name is NULL, sync_flag applies to all items in the publication.

table_name
This string is same as client_name_template of CreatePublication(). In OKAPI 
terminology, this string is the database_name + ’.’ + store, where store is 
CreatePublicationItem()’s third parameter. See the Oracle9i Lite Consolidator 
Admin API Specification for more information on CreatePublication() and 
CreatePublicationItem().

sync_flag
If 1 do synchronize, If 0 do not synchronize. Sync_flag is not stored persistently. 
Each time before ocDoSynchronize() you need to call 
ocSetTableSyncFlag().

Comments
This function allows the client applications to select the way specific tables are 
synchronized. 

Set sync_flag for each table or each publication. If sync_flag = 0, the table is 
not synchronized.

3.6.3 Mobile Sync API Data Structures
There are two data structures that are part of the Mobile Sync API, ocEnv and 
ocTransportEnv.

3.6.3.1 ocEnv
ocEnv is the data structure used by all the Mobile Sync functions to hold internal 
memory buffers and state information. Before using the structure, the application 
must pass it to ocSessionInit to initialized the environment.

The environment structure also contains fields that the caller can update to change 
the way Mobile Sync functions work.

typedef struct ocEnv_s {
                       // User infos
char username[MAX_USERNAME];     // Mobile Sync Client id 
char password[MAX_USERNAME];     // Mobile Sync Client password for 
                       // authentication during sync 
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char newPassword[MAX_USERNAME];     // resetting Mobile Sync Client password 
                       // on server side if this field is not blank 
short savePassword;      // if set to 1, save ’password’ 
char appRoot[MAX_PATHNAME];     // dir path on client device for deploying files
short priority;     // High priority table only or not
short secure;     // if set to 1, data encrypted over the wire 
enum {
OC_SENDRECEIVE = 0,     // full step of synchronize
OC_SENDONLY,     // send phase only
OC_RECEIVEONLY,     // receive phase only

                       // For Palm Only
OC_SENDTOFILE,     // send into local file | pdb
OC_RECEIVEFROMFILE     // receive from local file | pdb
}syncDirection;     // synchronize direction

enum {
OC_BUILDIN_HTTP = 0,     // Use build-in Http transport method
OC_USER_METHOD     // Use user defined transport method
}trType;           // type of transport

ocError exError;     // extra error code

ocTransportEnv transportEnv;     // transport control information 

                       // GUI related function entry
progressProc fnProgress;     // callback to track progress; this is optional

                 // Values used for Progress Bar. If 0, progress bar won’t show.
long totalSendDataLen;      // set by Mobile Sync API informing transport total 
number of
                       // bytes to send; set before the first fnSend() is called
long totalReceiveDataLen;     // to be set by transport informing Mobile Sync 
API 
                       // total number of bytes to receive; 
                       // should be set at first fnReceive() call. 
void* userContext;     // user defined context
void* ocContext;     // internal use only
short logged;     // internal use only
long bufferSize;     // send/receive buffer size, default is 0
short pushOnly;     // Push only flag
short syncApps;     // Application deployment flag
} ocEnv;
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3.6.3.1.1 ocTransportEnv  This structure is used to override the built-in transport 
functions. By providing the list of functions in the structure, applications can define 
their own implementation for the transport layer used by the synchronization 
engine.

typedef struct ocTransportEnv_s {
void* ocTrInfo;            // transport internal context
                           // for built-in Http, maped to ocTrHttp
connectProc fnConnect;     // plug-in callback to establish a connection from
                           // device to server
disconnectProc fnDisconnect;     // plug-in callback to dismantle connection
                           //  from device to server
sendProc fnSend;           // plug-in callback to send data 
receiveProc fnReceive;     // plug-in callback to receive data 
}ocTransportEnv;

3.7 Mobile Server System Catalog Views
Mobile Server contains system catalog views for locating Mobile Server 
components. 

■ Mobile users

■ Publications

■ Subscriptions

■ Sequences

■ Sequence partitions

■ Stand-alone publication items

■ Publication items added to publications

■ Publication item indexes 

■ Subscription parameters 

Mobile Server defines items listed above using tables in the system catalog of the 
Oracle database system. Users, developers and administrators should never modify 
these tables manually but only by using the appropriate API. System catalog views 
are provided for viewing the data. 

See Section B, "System Catalog Views", for more information. 
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Using the Packaging Wizard

This document discusses the Packaging Wizard utility of the Mobile Development 
Kit. Topics include:

■ Section 4.1, "Packaging Wizard Overview"

■ Section 4.2, "Starting the Packaging Wizard"

■ Section 4.3, "Platform Selection"

■ Section 4.4, "Naming New Applications"

■ Section 4.5, "Listing Application Files"

■ Section 4.6, "Entering Database Information"

■ Section 4.7, "Defining Snapshots For Replication"

■ Section 4.8, "Completing the Application"

■ Section 4.9, "Editing Applications"

4.1 Packaging Wizard Overview
The Packaging Wizard is a graphical tool that you can use to perform the following:

■ Create a new Mobile Server application.

■ Edit an existing Mobile Server application.

■ Publish an application to the Mobile Server Repository.

When you create a new Mobile Application, you define its components and  files. In 
some cases you may want to edit the definition of an existing Mobile Application’s 
components. For example, if you develop a new version of your application, you 
can use the Packaging Wizard to update your application definition. The Packaging 
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Wizard also enables you to package application components in a .jar file which can 
be published using the Control Center. A secondary use for the Packaging Wizard is 
to create SQL scripts which can be run to create base tables on the Oracle 8 
database.

4.2 Starting the Packaging Wizard
To launch the Packaging Wizard, type the following from a DOS prompt:

wtgpack

The Packaging Wizard appears and defaults to the Welcome panel. The Welcome 
panel enables users to create, edit, or open a packaged application using the 
following features:

Figure 4–1 Welcome Panel

Table 4–1 Welcome Panel Options

Feature Description

Create a new 
application

When selected, this option enables users to define a new 
application.
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4.3 Platform Selection
You can select which platforms your application will be packaged for using this 
screen. You must select a minimum of one platform, but you can select several if 
your application runs on more than one kind of client. Highlight the platform of 
choice from the upper list of Available Platforms and use the down-arrow button 
on the right to select and move it to the Selected Platforms list.

Edit an existing 
application

When selected, this option enables users to edit a existing 
application. Users can select an existing application from the 
adjacent drop-down list.

Delete the existing 
application

This options removes all references to the specified application 
from the file. This option does not remove the application from the 
Mobile Server Repository if the application has been previously 
published. That must be done using the Control Center.

Open a packaged 
application

When selected, this option enables users to select an application 
that has been packaged as a .jar file. You can enter the name of the 
packaged application in the adjacent field or use the Browse button 
to search for the application you wish to edit.

Table 4–1 Welcome Panel Options

Feature Description
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Figure 4–2 Platform Selection

4.4 Naming New Applications
Use the Application panel to name the Mobile Server application and to specify 
where you want to store it on the Mobile Server server. This panel includes the 
following fields:
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Figure 4–3 Application Panel

Table 4–2 Application Panel Options

Field Description Required

Virtual Path This provides the application with a unique identity. A 
path that is mapped from the root directory of the Mobile 
Server Repository to the location of the application itself. 
The virtual path eliminates the need to refer to the 
application’s entire directory structure. 

Yes

Application Name The display name of the application when you log into 
Mobile Server.

Yes

Description A brief description of the Windows application. Yes

Local Application 
Directory

The directory on the local machine that contains all of the 
components for this application. You can type this location 
or select it by clicking the Browse button. See Section 4.4.1, 
"Locating Platform Files" for the format required in this 
directory. 

Yes
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4.4.1 Locating Platform Files
The Local Application Directory is required. If the application contains Win32, 
Palm, EPOC, or Windows CE files, place the files in the following subdirectories of 
the Local Application Directory:

■ Place files for any Windows 32 application in a subdirectory named "win32".

■ Place files for any Windows CE application in a subdirectory named "wince".

■ Place files for any Palm application in a subdirectory named "palm".

■ Place files for any EPOC application in a subdirectory named "epoc".

Any files not placed in a directory for a specific device are expected to be used for a 
Web-to-Go application. No specific directory is needed for Web-to-Go files they may 
reside at the root level in the Local Application Directory.

Mobile Server allows multiple versions of the same application to be published and 
managed in the Mobile Server repository. This means that multiple 
implementations of the same application exists, each of them accessing the same 
application tables in the Oracle database server. For example, you could have a 
C/C++ application for both Windows 32 and Compaq iPAQ. Although you may be 
able to reuse some or all the C++ source code, you need to recompile the files for 
each target platform and create different executables for Windows 32 and iPAQ.  
Two application versions of the same application exists, each of them using the 
same database tables. It is paramount that application files are stored in a dedicated 
subdirectory which must have a distinct name. The Local Application Directory is 
the directory on the Windows development system where the different application 
versions are stored. Packaging Wizard recursively reads the application files under 
this application (root) directory. 

Example
A Local Application Directory called ’Applications’ stores the different application 
versions. 

C:\Applications

The executable files for Windows 32 must be stored under the \win32 subdirectory.

C:\Applications\win32 

The executable files for iPAQ must be stored under the \wince\Pocket_PC\us\arm 
subdirectory.

C:\Applications\wince\Pocket_PC\us\arm
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The Local Application Directory is C:\Applications but it has two subdirectories.

C:\Applications - This is the string which must be entered in the  Local Application 
Directory field. Adding a subdirectory in this field will cause  the packaging process 
to fail.

C:\Applications\win32 - This is the application subdirectory for Windows 32 
version.

C:\Applications\wince\Pocket_PC\us\arm - This is the application subdirectory 
for the  StrongArm version of CE.

For Windows 32 applications, the only subdirectory needed is \win32. For a list of 
directories for other platforms, see the appropriate companion Developer’s Guide.

4.5 Listing Application Files
Use the Files panel list your application files and to specify where they are located 
on the local machine. The Packaging Wizard analyzes the contents of the Local 
Application Directory and displays each file’s local path. The panel contains the 
following fields: 

Figure 4–4 Files Panel
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You can add, remove, or load any of the files listed in the Files panel. If you are 
creating a new application, the Packaging Wizard automatically analyzes and only 
loads files listed under the local directory when you view the Files panel. Only files 
deployed in the appropriate subdirectory, for example \win32, are recognized by 
Packaging Wizard. Files added by any other method will generate an error 
message. 

4.5.1 Sorting
You can sort the files by their extensions or by the directory in which they are 
located. To sort files, click the By Extension or By Directory radio buttons. 

4.5.2 Filters
When you click the Load button, the Input dialog box appears. You can use the 
Input dialog box to create a comma-separated list of filters that either include or 
exclude application files from the upload process. To exclude a file, type a 
preceding minus sign (-) before the file name. For example, to load all files but 
exclude files with the .bak and .jar suffixes, type the following:

*,-*.bak, -*.jar

Table 4–3 Files Panel Options

Field Description Required

File Name entry The absolute path of each Mobile Server application file. 
Each entry on the list includes the complete path of the 
individual file or directory.

Yes

Sort files: ■ by Extension - Displays files alphabetically by 
extension.

■ by Directory - Displays files alphabetically by 
directory.
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Figure 4–5 Filter Dialog Panel

4.6 Entering Database Information
Use the Database panel to specify which database on the Oracle server the data is to 
be replicated from.

Figure 4–6 Database Tab Screen
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4.7 Defining Snapshots For Replication
Use the Snapshots panel to create replication snapshot definitions for your 
application. A snapshot name must be unique across all applications. 

 The panel includes the following fields:

Figure 4–7 Snapshots Panel

Table 4–4 Database Panel Options

Field Description Required

Database Username The user name for the database used by the 
application to synchronize the data.

Yes

Database Name The name of the database you are connecting 
to on the Mobile Client device. This should be 
the name used in your application. If left 
blank, a name is generated automatically.

Yes
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You can add or remove snapshots from the Snapshots panel by clicking the New or 
Delete button. You can also import or edit snapshots.

Table 4–5 Snapshot Parameters

Field Description Required

All Platforms A drop-down list of the platforms of the current snapshots. 
The drop-down list may include all of the following platforms:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC 

■ Windows CE

Selecting a platform from the drop-down list displays only the 
snapshots for that platform in the Snapshots panel. For 
example, selecting Win32 from the All Platforms drop-down 
list displays only Win32-based snapshots. Selecting the All 
Platforms option from the drop-down displays all snapshots 
by the platforms currently in use. The drop-down list displays 
additional platforms as users add new snapshots. 

No

Name The name of the snapshot definition associated with the Mobile 
Server application. This name must be the same as the 
database table that exists or must be created on the Oracle Lite 
database.

Yes

Template The template is a SQL statement that is used to create the 
snapshot. The template may contain variables. After you 
publish the template to the Mobile Server server, you can 
specify user-specific template variables using the Mobile 
Server Control Center. However, you cannot modify a 
snapshot definition template in the Mobile Server Control 
Center.

Yes

Platform The platform for the snapshot definition. Users can create 
snapshot definitions for different platforms. When users 
synchronize data from the client, they get only the snapshot 
definitions appropriate to the platform running the client 
application. 

Yes

Weight This is a positive integer value which determines the 
synchronization order of database tables. For tables with a 
"master"/ "detail" relationship, the master table must have a 
lower weight so that is replicated before the detail table.

Yes
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4.7.1 Creating New Snapshots
To create new snapshots, click the New button. The New Snapshots screen appears.

Figure 4–8 New Snapshot Panel

Create a new snapshot by modifying the following features of the New Snapshot 
screen:

Note: You can import multiple snapshots from the Snapshots 
panel or import one when you create a new table from the New 
Table Dialog box.

Table 4–6 New Snapshot Panel Options

Feature Description

Platform These tabs display the platforms based on the selection made 
on the Platform screen. 
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4.7.2 Importing Snapshots
To import snapshots from an Oracle8 database or an Oracle Lite database, click the 
Import button. The database connection window appears if you have not specified 
a connection.

Figure 4–9 Database Connection Panel

Snapshot 
Name

The name of the database server table upon which the 
snapshot definition is based.

Generate 
SQL

When selected, the Packaging Wizard will collect information 
that is output to a SQL script that enables you to create a 
database table on the database associated with Mobile Server. 
If the base table exists on the database and does not need to be 
created using a SQL script, clear this checkbox.

Weight Allows you to set the table weight for this table. Table weight is 
used to resolve conflicts when synchronizing. See 
Section 3.3.8.3, "Using Table Weight" for more information.

SQL Displays the create table SQL statement that defines the named 
table. You can modify this statement. This SQL statement will 
be included in the SQL script created if the "Generate SQL" box 
is checked.

Note: Once you have specified a database connection it is used for 
the remainder of your Packaging Wizard session. If you need to 
switch between an Oracle8 database and an Oracle Lite database 
but have alread established a connection you must quit the 
Packaging Wizard application completely and run wtgpack.exe 
again.

Table 4–6 New Snapshot Panel Options

Feature Description
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Enter the user name, password, and database URL for the Oracle8i database from 
which you are importing your snapshot(s). Click "OK" to continue. The Tables 
window appears.

Figure 4–10 Table Selection Panel

Select the publicaton item from which you want to import your table(s), and then 
select the table(s). Click Add and then click Close. The table appears in the 
Snapshots panel of the Packaging Wizard.

4.7.3 Editing Snapshots
To edit a snapshot definition, select the snapshot from the Snapshots panel and click 
Edit. The Edit Snapshot window appears. The tabs display the platforms you 
selected in the beginning. Snapshots must be defined for each platform using the 
tabs, although they may be identical snapshots.

Note: Use the following format when entering the database URL 
for an Oracle8i database: jdbc:oracle:thin:@o8host:o8 port:SID. For 
example, jdbc:oracle:thin:@o8-db:1521:orcl. For Oracle Lite, use 
jdbc:polite:webtogo.
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Figure 4–11 Edit Snapshots Panel

Edit the snapshot definition by modifying the following features of the Edit 
Snapshot window:

Table 4–7 Edit Snapshots Panel Options

Feature Description

Create on Client When selected, the check box allows you to perform the 
following:

■ Create an updatable snapshot.

■ Create a snapshot template. Administrators can instantiate 
variables for different users to this template using the 
Mobile Server Control Center.

Updateable This check box defines the snapshot to be created as updatable.

Conflict Resolution This option defines whether the server or the client wins all 
conflicts. The default setting is "Server Wins." See Section 3.1.8, 
"Replication Errors and Conflicts" for more information on 
Conflict Resolution.
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4.8 Completing the Application
When you complete all of the Packaging Wizard panels, the Application Definition 
Completed window appears with the following options:

■ Create Files

■ Publish the current application

■ Restart Wizard

DML Procedure You can use this field to specify a DML procedure in the form:

AnySchema.AnyPackage.AnyName

Adding a DML procedure overrides the selection in the 
Conflict Resolution option. 

See Section 3.4.4, "Defining Customized DML Operations" for 
complete details on creating a DML procedure.

Refresh Type The two choices for this option are:

■ Fast Refresh - Default. Only modified data is transferred.

■ Complete Refresh - All data is refreshed.

Template Displays the snapshot template for the named table. You can 
modify the snapshot template. Administrators can instantiate 
variables for different users to this template using the Mobile 
Server Control Center. See Section 4.7, "Defining Snapshots For 
Replication" for more information about template variables.

Table 4–7 Edit Snapshots Panel Options

Feature Description
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Figure 4–12 Application Definition Panel

4.8.1 The Application File
The Packaging Wizard automatically saves all of your application information to a 
file. The Packaging Wizard retains the file on the local machine and provides you 
with the option of publishing it to the Mobile Server, among others. You can only 
publish the application file to the Mobile Server when the server is running.

4.8.2 Creating JAR Files
Once the application has been packaged, the Packaging Wizard creates a .jar file. 
Anyone with administrator privileges on the Mobile Server instance can publish to 
the Mobile Server Repository using the Control Center.

The Create Files option allows you to package your application components in a .jar 
file. To package your application components in a .jar file, click Create Files, and 
then click "Package applications in a JAR file". You are prompted to specify the 
location for the .jar file. 

4.8.3 Creating SQL Files
To generate SQL scripts, click Create Files, and then click "Generate SQL scripts for 
database objects". The generated script will be placed in a SQL subdirectory under 
the application’s local root directory. The SQL script, which make use of the 
information you supplied about the snapshots and sequences, it can be executed on 
the database to create these database objects.
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4.8.4  Restarting the Packaging Wizard
The Restart Wizard option enables you to restart the Packaging Wizard. Using this 
option returns you to the Welcome panel of the Packaging Wizard. To restart the 
Packaging Wizard, click Restart Wizard and then click OK.

4.8.5 Publishing the Application
The Publish Current Application option enables you to publish the application that 
you created and defined in the Packaging Wizard. To publish the Mobile Server 
application, click the Publish Current Application button and then click "OK". The 
Publish Application window appears.

Figure 4–13 Publish Application Window

Enter the required information in the specified fields of the Publish Application 
window.

Table 4–8 Publish Application Window Options

Field Description Required

Mobile Server URL The Mobile Server server’s URL including the server 
name and port number. The server name and port 
number have the following format: 

http://mobileserver: port/webtogo

where mobileserver is the hostname of the Mobile Server 
and port is the TCP/IP port. The defaul port is port 80.

Yes
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4.9 Editing Applications
You can edit applications by launching the Packaging Wizard and selecting "Edit an 
existing application." 

Mobile Server 
Username

The name of the Mobile Server user. Yes

Mobile Server 
Password

The password for the Mobile Server user. Yes

Repository Directory The destination directory of the Mobile Server 
Repository. The Packaging Wizard publishes your 
application files to this directory and maintains the 
directory structure on the local application directory.

Yes

Public Select this to have this application published as a public 
application. All users have access to public applications.

No

Note: You must have the publish privilege to publish applications 
to the Mobile Server server. The Mobile Server administrator 
assigns privileges using the Mobile Server Control Center.

Table 4–8 Publish Application Window Options

Field Description Required
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POLITE.INI Database Parameters

You can customize your Oracle Lite databases by changing the database parameter 
values defined in your POLITE.INI file. This document discusses the POLITE.INI 
file and its associated parameters. Topics include:

■ Section A.1, "POLITE.INI File Overview"

■ Section A.2, "POLITE.INI Parameters"

■ Section A.3, "Sample POLITE.INI File"

A.1 POLITE.INI File Overview
The POLITE.INI file centralizes database volume ID assignments and defines 
parameters for all databases on a system. When you install Oracle Lite, the 
installation creates the POLITE.INI file in your Windows 95, 98, NT or Windows 
2000 home directory.

The installation automatically sets the parameters in your POLITE.INI file, but you 
can modify them to customize the product’s behavior. To modify the POLITE.INI 
file, you can use an ASCII text editor.

A.2 POLITE.INI Parameters
The following sections describe the parameters in the All Databases section of the 
POLITE.INI file.

A.2.1 CacheSize
Specifies the size of the object cache in kilobytes. The minimum is 128. If not set, the 
default is 4096 (4 megabytes).
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A.2.2 DatabaseID
Defines the next database volume ID number to be assigned the CREATE 
DATABASE SQL command. Database volume ID numbers must be unique for each 
database file on the system.

A.2.3 DbCharEncoding
Specifies the UTF translation performed by Oracle Lite. If set to NATIVE, no UTF 
translation is performed. If set to UTF8, UTF translation is performed. If this 
parameter is not specified, the default is UTF8. This applies to Java programs only.

A.2.4 MAXINDEXCOLUMNS
Defines the number of columns used in the index creation statement. See "Index 
Creation Options", in the Oracle Lite SQL Reference, for more information.

A.2.5 NLS_Date_Format
Allows you to use a date format other than the Oracle Lite default. When a literal 
character string appears where a date value is expected, the Oracle Lite database 
tests the string to see if it matches the formats of Oracle, SQL-92, or the value 
specified for this parameter in the POLITE.INI file. Setting this parameter also 
defines the default format used in the TO_CHAR or TO_DATE functions when no 
other format string is supplied.

For Oracle the default is dd-mon-yy or dd-mon-yyyy, and for SQL-92 the default is 
yy-mm-dd or yyyy-mm-dd.

Using ’RR’ in the format forces two-digit years less than or equal to 49 to be 
interpreted as years in the 21st century (2000–2049), and years 50 and over, as years 
in the 20th century (1950–1999). Setting the RR format as the default for all two-digit 
year entries allows you to become year-2000 compliant. For example:

NLS_DATE_FORMAT=’RR-MM-DD’

You can also modify the date format using the ALTER SESSION command. See the 
Oracle Lite SQL Reference for more information.

A.2.5.1 Date Format
A date format includes one or more of the elements listed in the following table. 
Elements that represent similar information cannot be combined, for example, you 
cannot use 'SYYYY' and 'BC' in the same format string.
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Table A–1 Date Formats

Format Description

AM or A.M. Meridian indicator, periods are optional.

PM or P.M. Meridian indicator, periods are optional.

CC or SCC Century, "S" prefixes BC dates with "-".

D Day of week.

DAY Name of day, padded with blanks to length of 9 characters.

DD Day of month (1–31).

DDD Day of year (1–366).

DY Abbreviate name of day.

IW Week of year (1–52 or 1–53) based on the ISO standard.

IYY, IY, or I Last 3, 2, or 1 digit(s) of the ISO year, respectively.

IYYY 4-digit year, based on the ISO standard.

HH or HH12 Hour of the day (1–12).

HH24 Hour of the day (0–23).

MI Minute (0–59).

MM Month (01–12, for example, JAN=01).

MONTH Name of the month, padded with blanks to length of 9 
characters.

MON Abbreviated name of the month.

Q Quarter of the year (1, 2, 3, 4, for example, JAN–MAR=1).

RR Last 2 digits of the year, for years in other countries. This forces 
two-digit years less than or equal to 49 to be interpreted as 
years in the 21st century (2000–2049), and years 50 and over, as 
years in the 20th century (1950–1999).

WW Week of the year (1–53), where 1 starts on the first day of the 
year and continues to the seventh day of the year.

SS Second (0–59).

SSSSS Seconds past midnight (0–86399).

Y or YYY Year with comma in this position.

YEAR or SYEAR Year, spelled out. "S" prefixes BC dates with "-".
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A.2.5.2 Date Format Examples
The following lists examples of the NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter.

NLS_DATE_FORMAT= format

A.2.6 NLS_Locale
Defines the NLS_Locale parameter in the POLITE.INI file to specify the language 
dependent behavior of Oracle Lite. The value for NLS_Locale is in the form:

language_territory.codepage

where territory and codepage are optional. If they are not specified, the default values 
are used.

For example, you could specify:

NLS_LOCALE=FRENCH_FRANCE

For this example, the language is French and the territory is France.

YYYY or SYYYY 4-digit year. "S" prefixes BC dates with "-".

YYY, YY, or Y Last 3, 2, or 1 digit(s) of the year.

YYYY-MONTH-DAY:HH24:MI:P.M. 

YYYY/MONTH/DD, HH24:MI A.M. 

YYYY-MONTH-DAY:HH24:MI:P.M. 

MM D, YYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MM, WW, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

MM, IW, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

MM, DY, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

MM; DY; IYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MON WW, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH.DD, SYYYY, HH:MI A.M.

MONTH/DD, YYYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH|DD, YYYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH DD, YYYY, HH:SSSSS:MI A.M. 

MONTH DD, HH:SS:MI CC 

MONTH DD, HH:SS:MI SCC 

MONTH W, YYYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH WW, YYYY, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH WW, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH WW, Q, HH:MI A.M. 

MONTH WW, RR, HH:MI A.M. 

Table A–1 Date Formats

Format Description
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Names of months, days, and their abbreviations and numeric formats are 
customized based on the language. The supported languages are:

A.2.7 NLS_Sort
This parameter can be used to define the collation sequence for databases created 
on the instance of Oracle Lite. Collation refers to the ordering of strings into a 
culturally acceptable sequence. A collation sequence is a sequence of all collation 
elements from an alphabet from smallest collation order to the largest. When the 
parameter:

NLS_SORT=[collation sequence] 

is used, all databases created with the CREATEDB command-line utility or 
replicated from mobile server are enabled for that collation sequence unless a 
different collation sequence is specified when using the utility. Languages currently 
supported are BINARY (default), FRENCH, GERMAN, CZECH, and XCZECH. 

AMERICAN

BRAZILIAN 
PORTUGUESE

BULGARIAN

CANADIAN FRENCH

CATALAN

CROATIAN

CZECH

DANISH

DUTCH

EGYPTIAN

ENGLISH

ESTONIAN

FINNISH

FRENCH

GERMAN

GREEK

HEBREW

HUNGARIAN

ICELANDIC

ITALIAN

JAPANESE

LATIN AMERICAN 
SPANISH

LITHUANIAN

MALAY

MEXICAN SPANISH

NORWEGIAN

POLISH

PORTUGUESE

ROMANIAN

RUSSIAN

SLOVAK

SLOVENIAN

SPANISH

SWEDISH

TURKISH

UKRAINIAN
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See  Section C.2, "CREATEDB" for a complete description of this feature.

A.2.8 ReverseJoinOrder
Specifies the order of tables joined for a query. Options are TRUE or FALSE. If 
TRUE, the tables are joined in the reverse order in which they are given in the 
FROM clause. If FALSE, the tables are joined in the same order as they are given in 
the FROM clause. If not set, the Oracle Lite query optimizer determines the optimal 
join order. This option is recommended for advanced use as it disables JOIN 
optimization for all queries. To optimize a single query, it is suggested that you use 
HINTS instead. See the Oracle9i Lite SQL Reference for more information. 

A.2.9 SharedAddress
Oracle Lite uses shared memory to manage the data needed across applications. 
Oracle Lite attaches the shared memory at a specific location of the process memory. 
In very few cases, this location may already be in use by other tools resulting in an 
error. To address this issue, Oracle Lite supports the following protocol to 
determine the memory address to attach for shared memory.

Before attaching shared memory, Oracle Lite examines the SharedAddress and 
SuggestedSharedAddress variables that specify a hexadecimal 32-bit address (for 
example, 18000000). Oracle Lite uses the first value it finds. If you do not set either 
variable, Oracle Lite first tries the address 30000000. This value is above the range 
used by most applications.

If an Oracle Lite client is already running, and the second process cannot get the 
same shared memory address, it fails with an error. However, it also finds an 
address that is available in the second process and writes it to the POLITE.INI file 
as SuggestedSharedAddress. If the user then exits all the Oracle Lite clients and 
runs the same mix of applications, the problem should not reoccur.

Note: Unless you require all of your databases to have linguistic 
sort enabled for a supported collation sequence, it is recommended 
that you use the CREATEDB utility with the NLS_SORT <collation 
sequence> parameter, which overrides this polite.ini parameter. 
Setting the NLS_SORT using the polite.ini file means that all of 
your databases have the specified collation sequence enabled. 
There is currently no way to convert a database from one collation 
sequence to another. 
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If automatic conflict resolution fails, you should modify the SharedAddress variable 
until you resolve the issue. For example, you can try values spaced by 256 MB: 
20000000, 24000000, 28000000, and so on.

A.2.10 SuggestedSharedAddress
See the Section A.2.9, "SharedAddress" section for a description.

A.2.11 SQLCompatibility
Oracle Lite supports both Oracle SQL and SQL-92 features. See the Oracle Lite SQL 
Reference for more information on Oracle SQL and SQL-92. 

If there is a conflict between Oracle SQL and SQL-92, the SQLCompatibility flag is 
referenced. If you specify ORACLE for the parameter, Oracle SQL is favored, and if 
you specify SQL92, SQL-92 is favored. If you do not include this parameter in the 
POLITE.INI, Oracle SQL is favored, by default.

A.2.12 TempDB
The temporary database is created by default in the main memory. This improves 
the performance of some queries that require the use of temporary tables. Unless 
you explicitly choose to create the temporary database in the file system, the 
poltempx.odb files are not created. The *.slx files sometimes used to store savepoint 
information are also not created. If you plan to create a large result set, you must 
either have enough swap space to hold the result, or choose the file option for the 
temporary database. 

To include this option, use the following syntax in the POLITE.INI file:

TempDB=<path temporary_database_name>

For example:

TempDB=c:\temp\olite_

As a result of the example setting, Oracle Lite creates temporary databases as 
follows:

c:\temp\olite_0.odb, c:\temp\olite_1.odb, ...
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A.2.13 TempDir
Specifies the directory where the temporary database POLTEMP.ODB is created. If 
not set, the default is any TEMP, TMP, or WINDIR setting defined in your 
environment.

A.3 Sample POLITE.INI File
The following is a sample POLITE.INI file:

[All Databases]
DatabaseID=128
DBCharEncoding=NATIVE
SuggestedSharedAddress=10270000
CacheSize=4096
MAXINDEXCOLUMNS=5
SQLCompatibility=SQL92
NLS_Date_Format=RR/MM/DD H24,MI,SS
NLS_Locale=ENGLISH
TempDB=c:\temp\olite_
TempDir=D:\TMP
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System Catalog Views

This document is a reference to the  system catalog views for the Oracle Lite 
database. This appendix covers the following sets of catalog views:

B.1 Oracle Lite Database Catalog Views
The following views are available in the Oracle Lite database  system catalog:

■ ALL_COL_COMMENTS

■ ALL_CONSTRAINTS

■ ALL_CONS_COLUMNS

■ ALL_INDEXES

■ ALL_IND_COLUMNS

■ ALL_OBJECTS

■ ALL_SEQUENCES

■ ALL_SYNONYMS

■ ALL_TABLES

■ ALL_TAB_COLUMNS

■ ALL_TAB_COMMENTS

■ ALL_USERS

■ ALL_VIEWS

■ CAT

■ COLUMN_PRIVILEGES
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■ DUAL

■ DATABASE_PARAMETERS

■ SNAPSHOTS

■ TABLE_PRIVILEGES

■ USER_OBJECTS

B.1.1 ALL_COL_COMMENTS
This view lists user comments for table columns.

B.1.2 ALL_CONSTRAINTS 
This view provides the following information about constraint definitions on 
accessible tables.

Note: In the following tables, columns marked with an asterisk 
are not used by Oracle Lite, but are compatible with Oracle8i and 
generally return NULL or a default value.

Table B–1 ALL_COL_COMMENTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the table.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the object.

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the column.

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(4096) Text of the column 
comment.
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B.1.3 ALL_CONS_COLUMNS 
This view provides the following information about accessible columns in 
constraint definitions.

Table B–2 ALL_CONSTRAINTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the constraint 
definition.

CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with the 
constraint definition.

CONSTRAINT_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Type of constraint 
definition: 

C (check constraint on a 
table)

P (primary key)

U (unique key) 

R (referential integrity)

V (with check option, on a 
view)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of table with 
constraint definition.

SEARCH_CONDITION VARCHAR2(1000) Text of search condition 
for table check.

R_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) Owner of table used in 
referential constraint.

R_CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name of unique 
constraint definition for 
referenced table.

DELETE_RULE VARCHAR2(128) Delete rule for a 
referential constraint: "NO 
ACTION".

STATUS VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL Status of constraint: 
"ENABLED" or 
"DISABLED".

VALIDATED VARCHAR2(13) Status of constraint: 
"VALIDATED" or "NOT 
VALIDATED".
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B.1.4 ALL_INDEXES
This view contains descriptions of all indexes defined on tables.

B.1.5 ALL_IND_COLUMNS
This view lists index key columns for all indexes in the database.

Table B–3 ALL_CONS_COLUMNS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) User name of owner of the 
constraint definition.

CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name associated with the 
constraint definition.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name of table with 
constraint definition.

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name associated with 
column specified in the 
constraint definition.

POSITION NUMBER(10) Original position of 
column in definition.

Table B–4 ALL_INDEXES Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the INDEX 
definition.

INDEX_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with the 
INDEX definition.

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the table on 
which the INDEX is 
defined.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of table with 
INDEX definition.

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(10) Type of the object.

UNIQUENESS VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL This is a string containing 
"UNIQUE" or 
"NONUNIQUE".
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B.1.6 ALL_OBJECTS
This view contains descriptions of the objects (tables, views, synonyms, indexes, 
and sequences).

Table B–5 ALL_IND_COLUMNS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

INDEX_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the INDEX 
definition.

INDEX_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with the 
INDEX definition.

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the table on 
which the INDEX is 
defined.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of table with 
INDEX definition.

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with 
column specified in the 
INDEX definition.

COLUMN_POSITION NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Position of the column in 
the index definition.

Table B–6 ALL_OBJECTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the OBJECTS 
definition.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with the 
OBJECTS definition.

OBJECT_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) Type of the object: TABLE, 
VIEW, INDEX, 
SEQUENCE, SYNONYM.

CREATED DATE Timestamp for the 
creation of the OBJECTS.

STATUS VARCHAR2(128) Status of the OBJECTS: 
VALID, INVALID, or N/A 
(always valid).
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B.1.7 ALL_SEQUENCES
This view lists descriptions of all sequences in the database.

B.1.8 ALL_SYNONYMS
This view lists all synonyms in the database.

B.1.9 ALL_TABLES 
This view provides the following information about tables accessible to the user.

Table B–7 ALL_SEQUENCES Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

SEQUENCE_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the 
SEQUENCES definition.

SEQUENCE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name associated with the 
SEQUENCES definition.

MIN_VALUE NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Minimum value of the 
sequence.

MAX_VALUE NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Maximum value of the 
sequence.

INCREMENT_BY NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Increment amount for the 
sequence.

Table B–8 ALL_SYNONYMS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) Owner of the 
SYNONYMS definition.

SYNONYM_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name associated with the 
SYNONYMS definition.

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR2(128) Owner of the table on 
which the SYNONYMS is 
defined.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name of table with 
SYNONYMS definition.

DB_LINK VARCHAR2(128) Reserved.
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Table B–9 ALL_TABLES Parameter

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of the owner of 
the table.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the table.

TABLESPACE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name of the catalog or 
database file containing 
the table.

CLUSTER_NAME* VARCHAR2(128) Name of the cluster, if any, 
to which the table belongs.

PCT_FREE* NUMBER(10) Minimum percentage of 
free space in a block.

PCT_USED* NUMBER(10) Minimum percentage of 
used space in a block.

INI_TRANS* NUMBER(10) Initial number of 
transactions.

MAX_TRANS* NUMBER(10) Maximum number of 
transactions.

INITIAL_EXTENT* NUMBER(10) Size of the initial extent in 
bytes.

NEXT_EXTENT* NUMBER(10) Size of secondary extents 
in bytes.

MIN_EXTENTS* NUMBER(10) Minimum number of 
extents allowed in the 
segment.

MAX_EXTENTS* NUMBER(10) Maximum number of 
extents allowed in the 
segment.

PCT_INCREASE* NUMBER(10) Percentage increase in 
extent size.

BACKED_UP* VARCHAR2(1) If the table was backed up 
since last change.

NUM_ROWS* NUMBER(10) Number of rows in the 
table.

BLOCKS* NUMBER(10) Number of data blocks 
allocated to the table.
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B.1.10 ALL_TAB_COLUMNS 
This view provides the following information about the columns of tables, views, 
and clusters accessible to the user.

EMPTY_BLOCKS* NUMBER(10) Number of data blocks 
allocated to the table that 
contain no data.

AVG_SPACE* NUMBER(10) Average amount of free 
space (in bytes) in a data 
block allocated to the 
table.

CHAIN_CNT* NUMBER(10) Number of rows in the 
table that are chained 
from one data block to 
another, or that have 
migrated to a new block, 
requiring a link to 
preserve the old ROWID.

AVG_ROW_LEN* NUMBER(10) Average length of a row in 
the table in bytes.

Table B–10 ALL_TAB_COLUMNS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of owner of the 
table, view, or cluster.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Table, view, or cluster 
name.

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Column name.

DATA_TYPE VARCHAR2(30) Datatype of the column.

DATA_LENGTH NUMBER(10) Length of the column in 
bytes.

Table B–9 ALL_TABLES Parameter

Column Datatype NULL Description
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DATA_PRECISION NUMBER(10) Decimal precision for 
NUMERIC and DECIMAL 
datatype; binary precision 
for FLOAT, REAL, and 
DOUBLE datatype; NULL 
for all other datatypes.

DATA_SCALE NUMBER(10) Digits to the right of 
decimal point in a 
NUMERIC or DECIMAL.

NULLABLE VARCHAR2(1) Indicates if the column 
allows NULLs. Value is N, 
if there is a NOT NULL 
constraint on the column 
or if the column is part of 
a primary key.

COLUMN_ID NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Sequence number of the 
column as created.

DEFAULT_LENGTH NUMBER(10) Length of default value 
for the column.

DATA_DEFAULT VARCHAR2(4096) Default value for the 
column.

NUM_DISTINCT* NUMBER(10) Number of distinct values 
in each column of the 
table.

LOW_VALUE* NUMBER(10) See description in HIGH_
VALUE.

HIGH_VALUE* NUMBER(10) For tables with more than 
three rows, the 
second-lowest and 
second-highest values in 
the column. For tables 
with three rows or fewer, 
the lowest and highest 
values. These statistics are 
expressed in hexadecimal 
notation for the internal 
representation of the first 
32 bytes of the values.

Table B–10 ALL_TAB_COLUMNS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description
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B.1.11 ALL_TAB_COMMENTS
This view lists comments on tables and views entered by users.

B.1.12 ALL_USERS
This view provides the following information about all schemas created in the 
connected database.

B.1.13 ALL_VIEWS 
This view provides the following information about views accessible to the user.

Table B–11 ALL_TAB_COMMENTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Owner of the TAB_
COMMENTS definition.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of table with TAB_
COMMENTS definition.

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Type of the object.

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(4096) NOT NULL Comment text.

Table B–12 ALL_USERS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

USERNAME VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL Name of the user.

USER_ID* NUMBER NOT NULL ID number of the user.

CREATED DATE NOT NULL User creation date.

Table B–13 ALL_VIEWS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of the owner of 
the view.

VIEW_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the view.

TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Length of the view text.

TEXT VARCHAR2(1000) NOT NULL View text.
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B.1.14 CAT
This view provides the following information about tables and views accessible to 
the user.

B.1.15 COLUMN_PRIVILEGES 
This view provides the following information about grants on columns for which 
the user is the grantor, grantee, or owner, or for which PUBLIC is the grantee.

B.1.16 DATABASE_PARAMETERS
This view lists the value for the NLS_SORT parameter, which controls collation 
sequence. 

Table B–14 CAT Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the object.

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Type of the object: TABLE 
or VIEW.

Table B–15 COLUMN_PRIVILEGES Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of the owner of 
the object.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the object.

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(128) Name of the column.

GRANTOR VARCHAR2(128) Name of the user who 
performed the grant.

GRANTEE VARCHAR2(128) Name of the user to whom 
access was granted.

GRANT_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Privilege on the object. 
The value can be SELECT, 
INSERT, or DELETE.

GRANTABLE VARCHAR2(128) YES, if the privilege was 
granted with GRANT 
OPTION, otherwise NO.
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B.1.17 DUAL 
This view is a dummy table which can be used in a query when you want to return 
a single row. For example, you could use DUAL to select CURRENT_TIMESTAMP.

B.1.18 SNAPSHOTS 
This view does not exist by default and is only created during replication. It 
provides the following information about snapshots accessible to the user.

Table B–16 DATABASE_PARAMETERS Parameters

Column Datatype Null Description

PARAMETER VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL NLS_SORT

VALUE VARCHAR2(128) Collation sequence  string 
constant.  The value can be 
BINARY, FRENCH, 
GERMAN, CZECH, or 
XCZECH.

Table B–17 DUAL Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

DUMMY VARCHAR2(1) NOT NULL Always "X".

Table B–18 SNAPSHOTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(30) Owner of the snapshot.

NAME VARCHAR2(30) Name of the view used by 
users and applications for 
viewing the snapshot.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(30) Table in which the 
snapshot is stored.

MASTER_VIEW VARCHAR2(30) Name of the snapshot 
master view.

MASTER_OWNER VARCHAR2(30) Owner of the master table.

MASTER VARCHAR2(30) Name of the master table 
of which this snapshot is a 
copy.
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MASTER_LINK VARCHAR2(128) Database link name to the 
master site.

MASTER_ROLLBACK VARCHAR2(30) Rollback segment to use at 
the master site.

CAN_USE_LOG VARCHAR2(3) Specifies whether the 
snapshot can use a 
snapshot log. YES if this 
snapshot can use a 
snapshot log, and NO if 
this snapshot is too 
complex to use a log.

UPDATABLE VARCHAR2(3) Specifies whether the 
snapshot is updatable. 
YES if it is updatable, and 
NO if it is not. If NO, the 
snapshot is read-only.

SUBQUERY VARCHAR2(3) Specifies whether the 
snapshot query has a 
subquery. YES if it does 
have a subquery, and NO 
if it does not.

KEYTYPE VARCHAR2(4) For Oracle7, specifies 
whether the snapshot is a 
ROWID or a primary key 
snapshot. Values are: R for 
ROWID, P for primary 
key.

SNAPSHOT_ID DATE For Oracle7, specifies a 
unique ID for the 
snapshot.

SNAPSHOT_ID8 NUMBER For Oracle8, specifies a 
unique ID for the 
snapshot.

SNAPTYPE NUMBER For Oracle8, specifies 
whether the snapshot is a 
ROWID or primary key 
snapshot. Values are: R for 
ROWID, P for primary 
key.

Table B–18 SNAPSHOTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description
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REFMETHOD NUMBER Specifies the type of 
refresh. Values are: 
COMPLETE, FAST, 
OPTIMUM (FORCE). This 
column is for Oracle 
internal use only.

LAST_REFRESH DATE Date and time at the 
master site of the last 
refresh.

TYPE VARCHAR2(8) Specifies the type of 
snapshot. Values are C for 
complex and S for simple.

NEXT VARCHAR2(200) Date function used to 
compute next refresh date.

START_WITH DATE Date function used to 
compute first refresh date.

REFRESH_GROUP NUMBER Specifies the ID of the 
refresh group.

UPDATE_TRIG VARCHAR2(30) Name of the trigger that 
fills the UPDATE_LOG.

UPDATE_LOG VARCHAR2(30) The table that logs 
changes made to an 
updatable snapshot.

STATUS VARCHAR2(8) Specifies the run-time 
refresh status.

PKCOLS VARCHAR2(1056) Stores the primary key 
columns.

TABLE_COUNT NUMBER Specifies the table count 
for subquery snapshots.

SCHEMA_CHANGED CHAR(1) Indicates whether the 
master schema changed. 
YES, if it changed, and 
NO, if it did not change.

HIDDEN_COLUMNS VARCHAR2(1056) Stores the hidden 
columns.

QUERY LONG SQL query that defines the 
snapshot.

Table B–18 SNAPSHOTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description
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B.1.19 TABLE_PRIVILEGES 
This view provides the following information about grants on objects for which the 
user or PUBLIC is the grantee.

B.1.20 USER_OBJECTS 
This view provides the following information about objects accessible to the user.

Table B–19 TABLE_PRIVILEGES Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of the owner of 
the object.

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the object.

GRANTOR VARCHAR2(128) Name of the user who 
performed the grant.

GRANTEE VARCHAR2(128) Name of the user to whom 
access is granted.

GRANT_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Privilege on the object. 
The value can be one of 
the following: SELECT, 
INSERT, or DELETE.

GRANTABLE VARCHAR2(128) YES, if the privilege was 
granted with GRANT 
OPTION, and NO, if it 
was not.

Table B–20 USER_OBJECTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description

OWNER VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL User name of the owner of 
the object.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(128) NOT NULL Name of the object.

OBJECT_ID NUMBER(10) NOT NULL Object identifier of the 
object.

OBJECT_TYPE VARCHAR2(128) Type of the object: TABLE, 
VIEW, INDEX, 
SEQUENCE, SYNONYM.
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CREATED DATE Timestamp for the 
creation of the object.

LAST_DDL_TIME DATE Timestamp for the last 
modification of the object 
resulting from a DDL 
command (including 
grants and revokes).

CREATED_TIME VARCHAR2(128) Timestamp for the 
creation of the object 
(character data).

STATUS* VARCHAR2(128) Status of the object: 
VALID, INVALID, or N/A 
(always valid).

Table B–20 USER_OBJECTS Parameters

Column Datatype NULL Description
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Database Tools and Utilities

This document describes how to use the following database utilities. The utility 
names are in alphabetical order:

Table C–1 Tools and Utilities

Utility Description

Support for Linguistic Sort Allows databases to be created with linguistic sort capability 
enabled.

CREATEDB Use this to create Oracle Lite databases.

DECRYPDB Use this to decrypt your Oracle Lite database.

dropjava This is a command-line utility you can use to remove Java 
classes from the Oracle Lite database. See the Oracle Lite Java 
Developer’s Guide for more information.

ENCRYPDB Use this to encrypt your Oracle Lite database.

loadjava This is a command-line utility you can use to load a Java class 
into Oracle Lite. See the Oracle Lite Java Developer’s Guide for 
more information.

MIGRATE Use this to migrate to Oracle Lite from a previous release.

Mobile SQL Mobile SQL is a command line interface that allows you to 
connect to Oracle Lite databases.

ODBC Administrator and 
the Oracle Lite ODBC 
Driver

Use this to manage ODBC connections by creating data source 
names (DSNs) that associate the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver with 
the Oracle Lite database that you want to access through the 
driver.

ODBINFO Use this utility to find out the version number and volume ID 
of an Oracle Lite database.
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C.1 Support for Linguistic Sort
Linguistic sort is a new feature for the "ASCII" version of the Oracle Lite database. It 
produces culturally acceptable order of strings for a specified language or collation 
sequence.  The "ASCII" version supports several code pages defined by single-byte 
8-bit encoding schemes. Each of these code pages is a super set of 7-bit ASCII, and 
the additional accented characters necessary to support a group of European 
languages are included in the upper 128 bytes. A new string comparison 
mechanism is provided that produces strings in a  linguistically correct order by 
mapping each collation element of a string to the corresponding 8-bit value of the 
supported code page.

C.1.1 Creating Linguistic Sort Enabled Databases
The linguistic sort capability must be enabled when the database is created using 
the CREATEDB command line utility with the <collation sequence> enabled.

The behavior of the ORDER_BY clause and the WHERE condition are determined 
by how the NLS_SORT parameter is implemented. Binary sorting is the default 
setting, and is used unless the collation_sequence parameter is set to use the 
linguistic sort ordering rules. 

Unicode and NLSRT are not supported in the current version of the Oracle Lite 
database. Therefore NCHAR data type and customization of collation sequence are 
not yet available.

C.1.2 How Collation Works
Collation refers to ordering of strings into a culturally acceptable sequence. A 
collation sequence is a sequence of all collation elements from an alphabet from 
smallest collation order to the largest. Once a collation sequence is given, orders of 
all strings from the same alphabet are fixed. As such, the collation sequence encodes 
the linguistic requirements on collation. A collation elementis the smallest 

OLLOAD Use this command-line tool to load data from an external file 
into a table in an Oracle Lite database, or to unload (dump) 
data from a table in an Oracle Lite database to an external file.

REMOVEDB Use this to remove Oracle Lite databases.

VALIDATEDB Use this to validate the structure of an Oracle Lite database.

Table C–1 Tools and Utilities

Utility Description
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sub-string that can be used by the comparison function to determine the order of 
two strings.

C.1.3 Collation Element Examples
Normally, a collation element is just one character. In binary sorting, only one 
property, the code value that represents a character, is used. But in linguistic 
sorting, usually three properties. The primary level of difference is the base 
character. The secondary level of difference is for diacritical marks on a given base 
character. The tertiary level of difference is for the case of a given character. 
Punctuation can function as a fourth level of difference, but comparisons for 
punctuation occur last and are made at the binary rather than the linguistic level. 
These are used for each collation element. The following sections contain examples 
that demonstrate sorting priorities.

C.1.3.1 Sorting of Normal Characters
Example 1: ’a’ < ’b’. There is a primary difference between them on the character 
level. 

Example 2: 'À' > 'a'. This difference occurs on the secondary level. Note that 'À' and 
'a' are considered "equal" on the primary level. 

Example 3: 'À' < 'à' in FRENCH but 'À' > 'à' in GERMAN.  This difference on the 
tertiary level. Note that 'À' and 'à' are considered being "equal" on the primary and 
secondary level. Also note that the case convention may be different for different 
language. 

Example 4: 'às' < 'at'. This is a difference on the primary level. This example shows 
the role of difference levels: the lower level differences are ignored if there is a 
primary level difference anywhere in the strings. 

Example 5: ’+data' < '-data' < 'data' < 'data-'. If strings are compared and present no 
difference on the primary, secondary, or tertiary levels, they are compared for 
punctuation.

C.1.3.2 Reverse Sorting of French Accents
Some languages, particularly French, require words to be ordered on the secondary 
level according to the last accent difference. This behavior is known as French 
secondary sorting or French accent ordering. 

Example 6: 'côte' < 'coté' in FRENCH but 'coté' < 'côte' in GERMAN. Note that the 
secondary difference of 'e' and 'é' occurred later than those of 'ô' and 'o'. 
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C.1.3.3 Sorting of Contracting Characters
There are some special cases where two or more characters in a group can function 
as a single collation element. These types of collation elements are called 
’contracting characters’ or ’group characters’. In these cases each of these characters 
properties are assigned appropriate values.

Example 7: 'h' < 'ch' < 'i' in XCZECH. Here 'ch' is assigned a primary property value 
which differentiates it from ’h’ and ’i’, such that 'h' < 'ch' < 'i'. Note that 'ch' is 
treated as a single character.

C.1.3.4 Sorting of Expanding Characters
If a letter sorts as if it were a sequence of more than one letter, it is called an 
’expanding character’. For example, in German the sharp s (ß) is treated as if it were 
a string of two characters 'ss' when comparing with other letters.

C.1.3.5 Sorting of Numeric Characters
Only sorting of single digit characters from '0' to '9' is currently supported. For the 
supported European languages a digit character is always sorted as greater than 
any alphabetic character. For other languages this may be not the same.  Other 
numeric characters such as Roman numeric characters and counting sequences, 
such as "one", "two", "three", are not supported at this time.

Example8: '1' > 'z' in any European language, '1' < 'a' in LATVIAN. Note that this 
difference occurs on the primary level. 

C.2 CREATEDB

Description
Utility for creating a database.

Syntax
CREATEDB DataSourceName DatabaseName [[[VolID] DATABASE_SIZE] EXTENT_SIZE] 
[collation sequence]

Key Words and Parameters

DataSourceName
Data source name, used to look up the ODBC.INI file for the default database 
directory.
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DatabaseName
Name of the database to be created. It can be a full path name or just the database 
name. If only the database name is given, the database is created under the Data 
Directory for the data source name specified in the ODBC.INI file. The extension 
for the database name must always be .ODB. If a name without the .ODB is given, 
the .ODB is appended.

VolID
When specified, the VolID is used as the database ID, instead of the database ID 
from the POLITE.INI file. The ID must be unique for each database.

DATABASE_SIZE
The database size in bytes.

EXTENT_SIZE
An incremental amount of pages in a database file. When a database runs out of 
pages in the current file, it extends the file by this number of pages.

collation sequence
This parameter is a string constant which creates the database as enabled for 
linguistic sorting when a value other than the default is used. A collation sequence 
specified here overrides a collation sequence set using the NLS_SORT [collation 
sequence] parameter in the polite.ini file. The string can also be one of the options 
in the following table:

Note: If you specify an invalid DSN, Oracle Lite ignores the DSN 
and creates the database in the current directory. To access this 
database through ODBC, you must create a DSN for the database 
that points to the directory in which the database resides. See 
Section C.7.1, "Adding a DSN Using the ODBC Administrator" for 
instructions on adding a DSN.

Table C–2 Collation Sequence Values

Collation Sequence Description

BINARY Default. Two strings are compared character by character and 
the characters are compared using their binary code value.

FRENCH Two strings are compared according to the collation sequence 
of French. Supported by ISO 8859-1 or IBM-1252.
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Examples
createdb polite db1
createdb polite c:\testdir\db2.odb 300
createdb polite polite french

C.3 DECRYPDB

Description
This tool allows you to decrypt an encrypted Oracle Lite database. See Section C.4, 
"ENCRYPDB" for more information.

Syntax
DECRYPDB DSN | NONE DBName [Password]

Key Words and Parameters

DSN
Data source name of the Oracle Lite database that you want to decrypt. If you 
specify NONE, DBName has to be entered with the full path name (without the 
.ODB extension).

DBName
Name of the database to be decrypted. If DSN was specified as NONE, DBName 
must be entered with the full path name.

GERMAN Two strings are compared according to the collation sequence 
of German. Supported by ISO 8859-1 or IBM-1252.

CZECH Two strings are compared according to the collation sequence 
of Czech. Supported by ISO 8859-2 or IBM-1250.

XCZECH Two strings are compared according to the collation sequence 
of Xczech. Supported by ISO 8859-2 or IBM-1250.

Note:  There is no way to alter a collation sequence after the 
database is created.

Table C–2 Collation Sequence Values

Collation Sequence Description
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Password
Optional. The password used previously to encrypt the Oracle Lite database. If you 
do not enter the password, DECRYPDB prompts you to enter it. 

Comments
An Oracle Lite database cannot be decrypted if there is any open connection to the 
database.

If you call this utility from another program, the return is:

See the comments in Section C.4, "ENCRYPDB" for more information.

C.4 ENCRYPDB

Description
This tool allows you to encrypt an Oracle Lite database with a password and to 
change a database password. The password prevents unauthorized access to the 
database and encrypts the database, so that the data stored in the database files 
cannot be interpreted. See Section C.3, "DECRYPDB" for more information. 

Syntax
ENCRYPDB DSN | NONE DBName [New_Password [Old_Password]]

Key Words and Parameters

DSN
Data source name of the Oracle Lite database that you want to encrypt. If you 
specify NONE, DBName must be a fully qualified database name with the full path 

Table C–3 DECRYPDB Return Codes

Return Code Description

EXIT_SUCCESS Success.

EXIT_USAGE Command line arguments are not properly used or are in 
error.

EXIT_PATH_TOO_LONG Path is too long.

EXIT_SYSCALL I/O error while making new decrypted copy on disk.

EXIT_BAD_PASSWD Incorrect password supplied.
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name (without the .ODB extension). If dsn is a value other than NONE, then the 
name must appear as a data source name in the ODBC.INI file.

DBName
Name of the database to be encrypted. If DSN was specified as NONE, DBName 
must be entered with the full path name.

New_Password and Old_Password
Optional, the password (or previously used password) for encrypting the database. 
This password can be 128 characters in length. If you do not enter a password, 
ENCRYPDB prompts you to enter one. Since both passwords are optional in the 
command line to invoke the utility, the command line could have three different 
forms:

■ No password given: if the database is already encrypted, then ENCRYPDB 
assumes that the user is trying to change the password of the database. It 
prompts the user for the old password once and new password twice, and 
encrypts the database using the new password. If the database is not already 
encrypted, ENCRYPDB prompts for the new password twice and encrypts the 
database using this new password.

■ One password given: this password is assumed to be the new password. If the 
database is already encrypted, ENCRYPDB prompts for the old password and 
encrypts the database using the new password.

■ Both passwords given: ENCRYPDB assumes that the first password is the new 
password and the second is the old password. 

Comments
If you call this utility from another program, the return is:

Table C–4 ENCRYPDB Return Codes

Return Code Description

EXIT_SUCCESS Success.

EXIT_USAGE Command line arguments are not properly used or are in 
error.

EXIT_PATH_TOO_LONG Path is too long.

EXIT_SYSCALL I/O error while making new encrypted copy on disk.

EXIT_BAD_PASSWD Incorrect password supplied.
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The default Oracle Lite database (POLITE.ODB) is not encrypted. After encrypting 
an Oracle Lite database every user that attempts to establish a connection to the 
encrypted Oracle Lite database must provide the valid password. If the password is 
not provided, Oracle Lite returns an error. An Oracle Lite database cannot be 
encrypted if there is any open connection to the database.

You should consider the following when encrypting and decrypting Oracle Lite 
databases:

■ You cannot decrypt an encrypted database without the password. Make sure 
you back up your database in a secure place before you encrypt it.

■ Do not run ENCRYPDB while other Oracle Lite applications are running. You 
receive an error if there are other applications connected to the database file.

■ After encrypting the database, you must include the password in the connect 
string to connect to the database.

■ A password encrypts the entire database. It is not a user-specific password.

■ Database encryption does not prevent a third party from removing an Oracle 
Lite database. That is, removedb and rmdb remove a database without 
checking the password. Use tools that protect unauthorized users from 
manipulating your file system.

■ ODBC applications that connect to an encrypted Oracle Lite database need to 
specify a valid password. It is customary to prompt for the password at runtime 
rather than to code it in the application. Most ODBC applications can use the 
SQLDriverConnect function with the DRIVER= option, rather than the 
SQLConnect function, if the applications require the Oracle Lite ODBC driver 
to prompt for the password at runtime.

■ All sample applications provided with this release of Oracle Lite are designed 
to run against a database that is not encrypted.

■ You can use DECRYPDB and ENCRYPDB (in this order) to change the password 
of a database. However, DECRYPDB creates an Oracle Lite database in plain text 
before ENCRYPDB encrypts it. This results in a database in plain text form, for a 
short period of time, and is not recommended.

■ For encrypted databases, all user names and passwords are written to a file 
named DSN.OPW. Each user can then use the password as a "key" to unlock 
the .OPW file before the .ODB file is accessed. When you copy or back up the 
database, you should include the .OPW file.
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C.5 MIGRATE

Description
Utility for migrating a database from a previous version of Oracle Lite to this 
release. The utility migrates your Oracle Lite 3.6 database and makes a backup copy 
with a .36 extension. If you have an earlier release of Oracle Lite, see the Oracle9i 
Lite Installation and Configuration Guide for more information.

Before you use this utility, you must install the current release of Oracle Lite. Also, if 
your database is encrypted, you must first decrypt it before using this utility.

Syntax
MIGRATE DSN DBName

where DBName can be the database name, or the database path and name.

Key Words and Parameters

DSN
Data source name of the database to migrate. This is used to look up the default 
database directory in the ODBC.INI file for the database name given in DBName. If 
the DSN has the value NONE the DBName should be a complete pathname of the 
database file.

DBName
The database name, or the path and database name, to migrate. If only the database 
name is specified, the database file must exist in the directory specified in the 
DataDirectory parameter (under the data source name) in the ODBC.INI file.

Comments
As mentioned in this section, you must install Oracle Lite before you use this utility.

Any messages generated by the MIGRATE utility are displayed on the screen in the 
command window.

Using this utility allows you to compress empty space in your existing Oracle Lite 
database.

Examples
MIGRATE polite db1
MIGRATE none c:\testdir\db1.odb
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C.6 Mobile SQL
Mobile SQL is an application that runs as a command line interface. It allows the 
user to execute SQL statements against the local database. It is both a developers 
tool and a code example. It allows users to access functionality provided by the 
ODBC and Oracle Lite OKAPI interfaces of the underlying Oracle Lite database 
engine. 

C.6.1 Database Access 
Mobile SQL accesses the database through both the ODBC and OKAPI interface. 
Most functions are performed through ODBC, but functions that ODBC cannot 
handle are implemented using OKAPI function calls.

C.6.2 Starting Mobile SQL
Mobile SQL is started by opening the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\Bin directory 
and double-clicking on the msql.exe file. This starts the command-line interface 
which accepts standard SQL commands. For more information see the Oracle9i Lite 
SQL Reference.

C.7 ODBC Administrator and the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver
A data source name (DSN) associates the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver with the Oracle 
Lite database that you want to access through the driver. The Oracle Lite 
installation process creates a default DSN, POLITE, for the Oracle Lite database. 
You can also create additional DSNs for the additional Oracle Lite databases you 
create.

Microsoft provides the ODBC Administrator, a tool for managing the ODBC.INI file 
and associated registry entries in Windows 95 /98/NT, and Windows 2000. The 
ODBC.INI file and the Windows registry store the DSN entries captured through 
the ODBC Administrator. Using the ODBC Administrator, you can relate a DSN to 
the Oracle Lite ODBC Driver.

In the ODBC Administrator, in addition to the DSN, you specify the following:

Note: This document does not provide instructions on using the 
ODBC Administrator. See its online help for this information.
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For example, the DSN entry for POLITE in the ODBC.INI file may contain:

[POLITE]
Description=Oracle Lite Data Source
DataDirectory=C:\ORANT\OLDB40
Database=POLITE

Table C–5 ODBC Administrator DSN Parameters

DSN Parameter Description

Data Description An optional description for the data source.

Database Directory The path to the data directory where the database resides. This 
is an existing path.

Database Name of the Oracle Lite database to be created. Do not include 
the .ODB extension.

Default Isolation Level Determines the degree to which operations in different 
transactions are visible to each other. See Section 1.6.3, 
"Isolation", for more information on the supported isolation 
levels. The default level is "Read Committed."

Autocommit Commits every database update operation in a transaction 
when that operation is performed. Autocommit values are Off 
and On. The default value is Off.

Default Cursor Type ■ Forward Only: Default. A non-scrollable cursor which only 
moves forward but not backward through the result set. 
As a result, the cursor cannot go back to previously 
fetched rows.

■ Dynamic: Capable of detecting changes to the membership, 
order, or values of a result set after the cursor is opened. If 
a dynamic cursor fetches rows that are subsequently 
deleted or updated by another application, it detects those 
changes when it refetches those rows.

■ Keyset Driven: Does not detect change to the membership 
or order of a result set, but detects changes to the values of 
rows in the result set. 

■ Static: Does not detect changes to the membership, order 
or values of a result set after the cursor is opened. If a 
static cursor fetches a row that is subsequently updated by 
another application, it does not detect the changes even if 
it refetches the row.

See Section 1.6.3.4, "Supported Combinations of Isolation 
Levels and Cursor Types" for a table displaying the 
combinations supported. 
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IsolationLevel=Repeatable Read
CursorType=Dynamic

C.7.1 Adding a DSN Using the ODBC Administrator
To add a DSN using the ODBC Administrator:

1. Start the ODBC Administrator, either by selecting its icon in the Oracle 9i Lite 
program group, or by typing the following at a DOS prompt:

C:\>ODBCAD32 

2. Click Add.

3. Double-click the Oracle Lite nn ODBC Driver (nn is the release number) from 
the list of Installed ODBC Drivers.

4. Next, add the DSN name and define the parameters in the ODBC driver setup 
dialog box. Refer to the preceding table for help in defining the parameters. 

C.7.2 Adding a DSN which Points to Read-Only Media (CD-ROM)
1. Create the DSN as explained in Section C.7.1, "Adding a DSN Using the ODBC 

Administrator".

2. Add the following line to the new DSN in the ODBC.INI file:

ReadOnly = TRUE

Note: You can define a DSN which points to a file on a CD-ROM. 
Simply point the DSN to the CD-ROM drive and directory and 
provide the file name of the database file. Then modify the 
ODBC.INI file to add the line "ReadOnly = TRUE" to the data 
source definition. ODBC programmers can call the following before 
opening the database to enable this feature (instead of adding the 
line to the ODBC.INI file):

SQLSetConnectOption( hdbc, SQL_ACCESS_MODE, SQL_MODE_READ_ONLY )

Setting a database file to read-only suppresses the creation of log 
files. Updates, insertions, deletions, or commits appear to work on 
the in-memory image of tables. However, when you commit, these 
changes are not written to the database file. If you exit your 
application, reconnect, and issue your query, you see your original 
data.
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C.8 ODBINFO

Description
You can use ODBINFO to find out the version number and volume ID of an Oracle 
Lite database. ODBINFO can also display and set several parameters.

Syntax
To display current information without making any changes use the syntax:

odbinfo [-p passwd] DSN DBName 

You can also use:

odbinfo [-p passwd] NONE dbpath\dbname.odb

For example:

odbinfo -p tiger polite polite
odbinfo NONE c:\orant\oldb40\polite.odb

If your database is encrypted you need to include the password.

Parameters
To set or clear parameters, use one or more "+" or "-" parameter arguments before 
the DSN or NONE. For example:

odbinfo +reuseoid -pagelog -fsync polite polite

You can use the following parameters with the ODBINFO utility:

Table C–6 ODBINFO Parameters

Parameter Description

pagelog By default, a commit backs up modified database pages to filename.plg 
before actually writing the changes to filename.ODB. If an application or 
the operating system experiences a failure during a commit, the transaction 
is cleanly rolled back during the next connect. If -pagelog is specified, no 
backup is created and the database can become corrupted if a failure 
occurs.
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fsync Oracle Lite generally forces the operating system to write all the modified 
buffers associated with the database back to disk during a commit. If this 
option is disabled (-fsync), the operating system can keep the changes in 
memory until a later time. If the system (but not the application) crashes 
before the buffers are flushed, the database can become corrupted.

Using odbinfo -fsync -pagelog improves the performance of 
applications that use many small transactions (with autocommit on) or 
ones with massive updates. However, if the database is corrupted, there is 
no straightforward way to repair it or recover the data. Therefore these two 
options should only be cleared during initial loading of the database, if (1) 
the .ODB file is backed up on regular basis, or (2) the data in the database 
can be recovered from some other source.

Using this option has no effect on applications that seldom update the 
database. Setting the transaction isolation level to SINGLE USER has more 
impact in this case.

reuseoid By default, Oracle Lite does not reuse the ROWID of any row that exists in 
a table until the table is dropped. The "Slot Deleted" error is returned when 
accessing a deleted object. This uses two bytes of storage for each deleted 
object, causing performance and disk space usage to degrade over time if 
rows are constantly inserted and deleted.

If you use odbinfo +reuseoid, new rows can reuse ROWIDs of 
previously deleted rows. However, this may not free all the space in a table 
that already has many deleted objects. For best results, you should set this 
option immediately after you create your database.

This option is safe for pure relational applications. However, SQL 
applications that use ROWID and OKAPI applications that use direct 
pointers between objects need to verify that all references to an object are 
set to NULL before the object is deleted. Otherwise, dangling references 
may eventually point to some other, unrelated object.

Table C–6 ODBINFO Parameters

Parameter Description
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C.9 OLLOAD
For information on the Oracle Lite Load Utility APIs, see Appendix E, "Oracle Lite 
Loading Utility API".

Description
This command-line tool allows you to load data from an external file into a table in 
an Oracle Lite database, or to unload (dump) data from a table in an Oracle Lite 
database to an external file. Unlike SQL*Loader, OLLOAD does not use a control 
file you supply all data parameters and format information on the command line.

When loading data, OLLOAD takes an input file that contains one record per line 
with a separator character between fields. The default field separator is a comma (,). 
The records can also include fields with values that are quoted strings. The default 
is a single quote (’). See "Comments" for more information on data parsing.

Syntax
To load a datafile:

olload [options] -load dbpath tbl [col1 col2 ...] [<datafile]

To unload (dump) to an outfile:
olload [options] -dump dbpath tbl [col1 col2 ...] [>outfile]

compress This option (which is "on" by default) enables run-length compression of 
objects. Run-length compression takes very little CPU time, so you should 
only deselect (-compress) this option if:

■ Operating system-level file compression is used, such as DriveSpace or 
a NTFS compressed attribute. In this case not compressing the same 
data twice provides a better compression ratio.

■ Most objects in the database are frequently updated to a highly 
compressible state (for example, all columns set to NULL), and the 
data cannot be compressed well (such as binary columns with random 
data). In these cases, using this option (+compress) can result in 
highly fragmented tables.

Changing this option does not compress or decompress any existing 
objects in the database.

Table C–6 ODBINFO Parameters

Parameter Description
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Key Words and Parameters

[options]
See "Options" for a list of options.

-load
To use the load utility.

-dump
To use the unload (dump) utility.

dbpath
The path to the Oracle Lite database file (.ODB file).

tbl
The table name. OLLOAD first attempts to find a table name in the user-specified 
case. If this fails, it searches for the uppercase of the user-specified name.

col1 col2
The column name(s). OLLOAD first attempts to find a column name in the 
user-specified case. If this fails, it searches for the uppercase of the user-specified 
name.

[datafile] [outfile]
The source or destination file for the load or unload (dump) operations. If you do 
not specify a datafile or outfile, OLLOAD displays the output on the screen.

Options

-sep character
The field separator. If you do not specify this option, OLLOAD assumes that the 
separator character is a comma (,).

-quote character
The quote character. If you do not specify this option, OLLOAD assumes that the 
quote character is a single quote (’).

Note: The default user is "SYSTEM". If you want to specify an 
OLLOAD operation for another user name’s tables, prefix the tbl 
parameter with the user name and a dot (.).
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-file filename
Use this option when loading and unloading data to specify the source or 
destination file name. When loading data, filename specifies the source file to load 
into the Oracle Lite database. When unloading (dumping) data, it is the destination 
file for the unloaded data.

-log logfile
Specify this option if you want to produce a log file listing rows that OLLOAD 
could not insert during load. If you do not specify a log file, loading stops at the first 
error.

-passwd passwd
The connection password for an encrypted database. You need to supply this 
password so that loading and unloading can occur.

-nosingle
Specify this option when you do not want to use single user mode. This degrades 
performance but allows other connections to the database.

-readonly
Specify this option when unloading data from a read-only Oracle Lite database, for 
example, one located on a CD-ROM.

-commit count
Use this option if you want OLLOAD to commit after processing a specified 
number of rows. The default is 10000. OLLOAD prints an asterisk (*) to the screen 
each time it commits the specified number of rows. To disable the commit operation 
specify 0.

-mark count
Use this option if you want OLLOAD to print a dot on the screen after processing 
the specified number of records. The default is 1000. To disable this feature specify 
0.

Important: To unload data from the Oracle Lite database and load 
(or pipe) it to another Oracle Lite database, do not specify a file 
name for this option. See the second example in "Examples" for 
sample syntax.
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Comments

Data Parsing
The following shows examples for OLLOAD data parsing:

If there are more values than database columns, extra values are ignored. Any 
missing values at the end of the line are set to NULL.

OLLOAD Utility Restrictions
OLLOAD does not support tab-delimited input files and LONG datatypes.

Examples
olload -quote \" -file p_kakaku.csv -load c:\orant\oldb40\polite.odb skkm01

olload -dump c:\orant\oldb40\polite.odb emp empno ename | olload -load 
myfile.odb myemp

C.10 REMOVEDB

Description
Utility for deleting a database.

Syntax
REMOVEDB DataSourceName DatabaseName

Table C–7 Data Parsing Examples

Input Data Explanation

’Redwood Shores, CA’ Redwood Shores, CA Enclosing the input string in quotes 
preserves spaces and punctuation 
within the string.

’O’’Brien’ O’Brien Represent a single quote with its 
escape sequence, two single quotes.

fire fly firefly Spaces in data that is not quoted are 
ignored

, NULL,NULL Empty fields are NULL.

1,,3, 1,NULL,3,NULL Empty fields are NULL.

[no row inserted] Completely empty lines are ignored.
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Key Words and Parameters

DataSourceName
Data source name of the database you want to remove. The DSN can be a dummy 
argument such as none, in which case the database name must be a fully qualified 
filename.

DatabaseName
The name of the database to delete. It can be a full path name or just the database 
name. If only the database name is given, the database is deleted from the Data 
Directory for the data source name specified in the ODBC.INI file. 

Examples
removedb polite db1
removedb none c:\testdir\db2.odb

C.11 VALIDATEDB

Description
This  commmand-line tool validates the structures within the database file and if 
the database structure is found to be corrupted, lists the errors found in a file 
designated by the user. The tool checks the following:

■ Objects — Header information for database objects. Flags are checked for 
consistency in case the object was moved or compressed. Object length is 
checked against a valid range. If th object is a BLOB, the object’s frames are 
checked against the volume page bitmap. 

■ Index page entries — Checks that the creation of an index page entry results in 
the correct number of nodes or list of object identifiers.

■ Index pages — Checks that all key values on the page are sorted. All objects 
contained on the page are validated. Page descriptor information such as the 
number of objects, the number of free bytes, and the number of entries are 
checked against the actual objects on the page.

■ Groups — As each page is validated, the group descriptor information is 
checked against the actual number of pages and objects. 

■ Indexes — All the pages are validated against the btree. The tool also validates 
all page pointers.  All levels of the btree are checked to validate that key values 
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are in the sorted order as a whole. For leaf elements of the btree, all OIDs  from 
the leaf page entries are checked for consistency with the actual group objects.

Syntax
validatedb DSName DBName [-p password] [-t schemaname.tablename] -file 
outputfilename

Key Words and Parameters

DSName
The data source name. This can also be NONE if no DSN is present

DBName
If there is a DSN present, this is the database file name (without the .odb extension) 
if it is different from the default filename for the DSN. If there is no DSN, then 
VALIDATEDB  uses the current directory unless the full path is specified. If there is 
a log file in the same directory as the database file, it is also validated.

password
Password for an encrypted database.

schemaname
Optional schema name. The default schema name is used unless this is specified.

tablename
Optional table name. The specified table is validated along with all of its indexes. If 
no table name is specified, the entire database is validated.

outputfilename
Optional filename for the text file where all errors and other related information 
revealed by VALIDATEDB are saved. The default is stdout.

Examples
validatedb polite polite -t emp -file out.txt
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Optimizing SQL Queries

This document provides tips on improving the performance of your SQL queries. 
Topics include:

■ Section D.1, "Optimizing Single-Table Queries"

■ Section D.2, "Optimizing Join Queries"

■ Section D.3, "Optimizing with Order By and Group By Clauses"

The tip examples use the following database schema:

Table D–1 Database Schema Examples

Tables Columns Primary Keys Foreign Keys

LOCATIO
N

LOC#

LOC_NAME

 LOC#

EMP SS#

NAME

JOB_TITLE

WORKS_IN

 SS#

WORKS_IN references DEPT (DEPT#)

DEPT DEPT#

NAME

BUDGET

LOC

MGR

DEPT#

LOC references LOCATION (LOC#)

MGR references EMP (SS#)
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D.1 Optimizing Single-Table Queries
To improve the performance of a query that selects rows of a table based on a 
specific column value, create an index on that column. For example, the following 
query performs better if the NAME column of the EMP table has an index. 

SELECT * 
FROM EMP 
WHERE NAME = ’Smith’; 

D.2 Optimizing Join Queries
The following can improve the performance of a join query (a query with more than 
one table reference in the FROM clause).

D.2.1 Create an Index on the Join Column(s) of the Inner Table
In the following example, the inner table of the join query is DEPT and the join 
column of DEPT is DEPT#. An index on DEPT.DEPT# improves the performance of 
the query. In this example, since DEPT# is the primary key of DEPT, an index is 
implicitly created for it. The optimizer will detect the presence of the index and 
decide to use DEPT as the inner table. In case there is also an index on 
EMP.WORKS_IN column the optimizer evaluates the cost of both orders of 
execution; DEPT followed by EMP (where EMP is the inner table) and EMP 
followed by DEPT (where DEPT is the inner table) and picks the least expensive 
execution plan.

SELECT e.SS#, e.NAME, d.BUDGET
FROM EMP e, DEPT d 
WHERE e.WORKS_IN = DEPT.DEPT# 
AND e.JOB_TITLE = ’Manager’; 

D.2.2 Bypassing the Query Optimizer
Normally optimizer picks the best execution plan, an optimal order of tables to be 
joined. In case the optimizer is not producing a good execution plan you can control 
the order of execution using the HINTS feature SQL. For more information see the 
Oracle9i Lite SQL Reference.

For example, if you want to select the name of each department along with the 
name of its manager, you can write the query in one of two ways. In the first 
example which follows, the hint /++ordered++/ says to do the join in the order 
the tables appear in the FROM clause with attempting to optimize the join order.
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SELECT /++ordered++/ d.NAME, e.NAME
FROM DEPT d, EMP e
WHERE d.MGR = e.SS# 

or: 

SELECT /++ordered++/ d.NAME, e.NAME 
FROM EMP e, DEPT d 
WHERE d.MGR = e.SS# 

Suppose that there are 10 departments and 1000 employees, and that the inner table 
in each query has an index on the join column. In the first query, the first table 
produces 10 qualifying rows (in this case, the whole table). In the second query, the 
first table produces 1000 qualifying rows. The first query will access the EMP table 
10 times and scan the DEPT table once. The second query will scan the EMP table 
once but will access the DEPT table 1000 times. Therefore the first query will 
perform much better. As a rule of thumb, tables should be arranged from smallest 
effective number rows to largest effective number of rows. The effective row size of 
a table in a query is obtained by applying the logical conditions that are resolved 
entirely on that table. 

In another example, consider a query to retrieve the social security numbers and 
names of employees in a given location, such as New York. According to the sample 
schema, the query would have three table references in the FROM clause. The three 
tables could be ordered in six different ways. Although the result is the same 
regardless of which order you choose, the performance could be quite different. 

Suppose the effective row size of the LOCATION table is small, for example 
select count(*) from LOCATION where LOC_NAME = ’New York’ is a 
small set. Based on the above rules, the LOCATION table should be the first table in 
the FROM clause. There should be an index on LOCATION.LOC_NAME. Since 
LOCATION must be joined with DEPT, DEPT should be the second table and there 
should be an index on the LOC column of DEPT. Similarly, the third table should be 
EMP and there should be an index on EMP#. You could write this query as:

SELECT /++ordered++/ e.SS#, e.NAME 
FROM LOCATION l, DEPT d, EMP e 
WHERE l.LOC_NAME = ’New York’ AND 
l.LOC# = d.LOC AND 
d.DEPT# = e.WORKS_IN;
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D.3 Optimizing with Order By and Group By Clauses
Various performance improvements have been made so that SELECT statements 
run faster and consume less memory cache. Group by and Order by clauses attempt 
to avoid sorting if a suitable index is available. 

D.3.1 IN subquery conversion
Converts IN subquery to a join when the select list in the subquery is uniquely 
indexed.

For example, the following IN subquery statement is converted to its corresponding 
join statement. This assumes that c1 is the primary key of table t2:

SELECT c2 FROM t1 WHERE 
c2 IN (SELECT c1 FROM t2);

becomes:

SELECT c2 FROM t1, t2 WHERE t1.c2 = t2.c1;

D.3.2 ORDER BY optimization with no GROUP BY
This eliminates the sorting step for an ORDER BY clause in a select statement if ALL 
of the following conditions are met:

1. All ORDER BY columns are in ascending order or in descending order.

2. Only columns appear in the ORDER BY clause. That is, no expressions are used 
in the ORDER BY clause.

3. ORDER BY columns are a prefix of some base table index.

4. The cost of accessing by the index is less than sorting the result set.

D.3.3 GROUP BY optimization with no ORDER BY
This eliminates the sorting step for the grouping operation if GROUP BY columns 
are the prefix of some base table index.

D.3.4 ORDER BY optimization with GROUP BY
When ORDER BY columns are the prefix of GROUP BY columns, and all columns 
are sorted in either ascending or in descending order, the sorting step for the query 
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result is eliminated. If GROUP BY columns are the prefix of a base table index, the 
sorting step in the grouping operation is also eliminated.

D.3.5 Cache subquery results
If the optimizer determines that the number of rows returned by a subquery is 
small and the query is non-correlated, then the query result will be cached in 
memory for better performance. Currently the number of rows is set at 2000. For 
example:

select * from t1 where 
t1.c1 = (select sum(salary) 
from t2 where t2.deptno = 100);
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Oracle Lite Loading Utility API

This document describes the Oracle Lite Load Utility. Each section of this document 
presents a different topic. These sections include:

■ Section E.1, "Overview"

■ Section E.2, "Oracle Lite Load Utility APIs"

■ Section E.3, "File Format"

■ Section E.4, "Limitations"

E.1 Overview
The Oracle Lite Load Utility allows you to load data from an external file into a 
table in an Oracle Lite database, or to unload (dump) data from a table in an Oracle 
Lite database to an external file. For information on using the command line tool 
OLLOAD, see Section C.9, "OLLOAD". 

E.2 Oracle Lite Load Utility APIs
The Oracle Lite Load Utility APIs include:

■ Section E.2.1, "Connecting to the Database: olConnect"

■ Section E.2.2, "Disconnecting from the Database: olDisconnect"

■ Section E.2.3, "Deleting All Rows from a Table: olTruncate"

■ Section E.2.4, "Setting Parameters for Load and Dump Operations: olSet"

■ Section E.2.5, "Loading Data: olLoad"

■ Section E.2.6, "Dumping Data: olDump"
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The normal mechanism for unloading and loading a table is as follows:

1. Declare local variable, DBHandle.

2. Connect to the database using olConnect.

3. Optionally, set parameters for load or unload.

4. Dump or load the data using olDump or olLoad. You may optionally delete all 
rows from a table by calling olTruncate.

5. Disconnect from the database using olDisconnect.

E.2.1 Connecting to the Database: olConnect
Use this API to connect to the database. This is the first API that you have to call. It 
creates a load and unload context that is used in subsequent APIs to influence the 
load and unload behavior. This returns an initialized database handle DBHandle.

Syntax
olError olConnect (char *database_path, char *password, DBHandle &dbh);

Arguments

Return Values
(short) integer error code

Values from -1 to -8999 are used for the error codes returned by the database, values 
from -9000 and below are used for olloader-specific error codes.

E.2.2 Disconnecting from the Database: olDisconnect
Disconnects from the database.

Table E–1 olConnect Arguments

Argument Description

database_path The full path to the database file (directory path and filename).

password The password used for the encrypted database, for any other 
database the password = NULL.

dbh The application handle for the current database connection. 
This allows multiple database connections for one application 
thread (each connection has a different handle).
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Syntax
olError olDisconnect (DBHandle dbh);

Argument

Return Value
(short) integer error code

E.2.3 Deleting All Rows from a Table: olTruncate
This API can be used to delete all rows from an existing table.

Syntax
olError olTruncate (DBHandle  dbh, char* table );

Arguments

Return Value
(short) integer error code

E.2.4 Setting Parameters for Load and Dump Operations: olSet
This is an optional API. This sets optional parameters for load and unload.

Syntax
olError olSet (DBHandle  dbh, char * parameter_name, char *parameter_value);

Table E–2 olDisconnect Arguments

Argument Description

dbh The current application handle.

Table E–3 olTruncate Arguments

Argument Description

dbh The current application handle.

tablename The name of the table in the form: owner_name.table_name.

where owner_name is the name of the owner of the table.
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Arguments

Return Value
(short) integer error code

E.2.5 Loading Data: olLoad
OlLoad loads data from a file into a table using current parameter settings.

Syntax
olError olLoad (DBHandle dbh, char *table, char *file);

Arguments

Table E–4 olSet Arguments

Argument Description

dbh The current application handle.

parameter_name The name of the given parameter. This is not case sensitive. See 
Section E.2.9, "Parameters" for a list of parameter names and 
their default values.

parameter_value The value to be set. This is not case sensitive for most 
parameters.

Table E–5 olLoad Arguments

Argument Description

dbh The current application handle.

table The table information in the form: owner_name.table_
name(col1,col2,…)

where col1,col2,… is the list of column names to load.

This allows you to load and dump certain columns instead of 
the entire table. If the entire table is to be dumped, the column 
list need not be specified.

file The path to the file from which loading takes place.

Note: If table = NULL, olLoad tries to find the table description in 
the file header.
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Return Value
(short) integer error code 

E.2.6 Dumping Data: olDump
OlDump dumps data from a table into a file using current parameter settings.

Syntax
olError olDump (DBHandle dbh, char *table, char *file);

Arguments

Return Value
(short) integer error code

E.2.7 Compiling
The declarations for the DBHandle, parameter constants and flags, and error 
message codes are given in the file olloader.h in the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\include directory. For compilation of your product include 
olloader.h in your main source file.

E.2.8 Linking
Linking use the file olloader40.dll and the library file olloader40.lib. Include these 
files in your project settings.

E.2.9 Parameters
Parameter names are not case sensitive.

Table E–6 olDump Arguments

Argument Description

dbh The current application handle.

table The table information in the same form as olLoad.

file The file to which dump data is written.
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Table E–7 Parameters

Parameter Description

FILEFORMAT Input and output file format. The following formats are 
supported:

■ FixedASCII - text file with fixed field width for each 
datatype.

■ CSV – comma separated values format.

■ Binary - binary file format.

These key word values are not case sensitive.

SEPARATOR The separator between the values (one character), comma by 
default.

QUOTECHAR The quote character for the string datatype values in the file, 
single quote (‘) by default.

LOGFILE The log file name. NULL by default (no log file produced and 
loading stops at the first error).

NOSINGLE FALSE for single user mode (the default), or TRUE for no 
single user mode.

READONLY FALSE (the default). TRUE to dump the data from read-only 
database (such as CD-ROM).

COMMITCOUNT The number of rows processed after which olLoad, olDump, 
and olTruncate commit. The default value is -1, not to commit 
at all. Value 0 commits at the end of the operation, and values 
above 0 commit after the specified number of rows.

HEADER FALSE (the default). TRUE to create a header in the beginning 
of the file during olDump.

BITARRAY TRUE (the default) to support writing and reading nulls in 
binary format. During the dump, a bit array with the null 
information is dumped before each row. For FALSE olDump 
provides an error trying to write nulls in binary.

NONULL TRUE (the default) when trying to read or write nulls olLoad 
and olDump return an error. When the flag is set to FALSE 
nulls are supported, including binary format since the default 
BITARRAY value is TRUE.
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E.3 File Format
The Oracle Lite Load Utility supports three file formats FIXEDASCII, BINARY and 
CSV. Each file contains an optional header followed by zero or more rows of data. 

E.3.1 Header Format
The header has the following format (comments are in bold):

$$OL_BH$$ [begins header]
VERSION=xx.xx.xx.xx   [version number]
TABLE=T1(C1, C2, ...)... [table name with list of column names dumped] 
FILEFORMAT=FIXEDASCII
SEPARATOR=,
[any other parameters in the parameter list can be listed here]
$$OL_EH$$ [ends header]

The following is a header example:

$$OL_BH$$
VERSION=01.01.01.01
TABLE=T1(EMPNO,SALARY)
FILEFORMAT=BINARY
BITARRAY=TRUE
HEADER=TRUE
RDONLY=FALSE
LOGFILE=
COMMITCOUNT=-1
NOSINGLE=TRUE
$$OL_EH$$

DATEFORMAT The string for which date and timestamp columns should be 
written into the file and read from the file in FIXED ASCII and 
CSV formats. Such formats as “YYYYMMDD”, 
“YYYY-MM-DD”, and “YYYY/MM/DD” are supported. The 
default value is empty string (which can also be set using 
NULL), and the default date format is “YYYY-MM-DD”. (In 
Oracle mode, date is treated the same as timestamp so that the 
date format is the default timestamp format which is 
“YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.SSSSSS”.)

Table E–7 Parameters

Parameter Description
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The header lines can be in any order and all lines except $$OL_BH$$ and $$OL_
EH$$ can be considered optional. Although, during the dump, if the header flag is 
on, table information and all parameter settings are dumped into the header. 

When executing load, parameter information in the header overwrites current 
parameter settings. If the table argument in olLoad is NULL, the table name and list 
of columns in the header prevails, otherwise the table argument of olLoad prevails 
over the header.

E.3.2 Data Format
INSERT TEXT HERE

E.3.2.1 CSV Format
Each row of the table is represented as a separate line in the file. Each line is 
separated by a carriage return and a line feed character on the Windows platform. 
Each value in the row is separated by a separator character which by default is a 
comma. Each value is also quoted by a quote character. Nulls are represented by an 
empty quoted string ". The number of quoted strings in the file should be the same 
as the number of columns in the table, olLoad gives an error otherwise.

E.3.2.2 FixedAscii Format
Each row of the table is represented as a separate line in the file. Each line is 
separated by a carriage return and a line feed character on the Windows platform. 
Each line is of the same size. The datatype of a column governs its format or 
representation in the file. Nulls are represented by a string of n ‘\0’ (null) 
characters, where n is the fixed size of the field. The following describes data 
representation for each data type. The total record length for each line in the file 
should be the same as the sum of field lengths (precision) of each column, olLoad 
gives an error otherwise.

Table E–8 Datatypes

Datatype Description

CHAR(n) Length of the field in n characters. Data is left aligned and 
padded with blanks on the right.

VARCHAR(n) Length of the field in n characters. Data is left aligned. It is 
padded with a null byte (‘\0’).
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NUMERIC(p,s) The default mode: length of the field is p+1 characters if scale s 
is zero or is not present. Otherwise, the length of the field is 
(p+2) characters. The value is right aligned in the output field. 
Format is optional negative sign, followed by zeros if required, 
followed by significant digits. If there is no negative sign, then 
‘0’ instead, for example, Number(5,2)

12.3 -> ‘ 012.30’

-12.3 -> ‘-012.30’

1.23 -> ‘ 001.23’

-1.23 -> ‘-001.23’

The custom mode: the field length is one less: p if scale is not 
present, or zero and p+1 otherwise. The actual number stored 
in the file is of type NUMERIC(p-1, s). Correspondingly, 
olDump gives an error trying to insert a number within the 
range of NUMERIC(p, s), but out of the range of 
NUMERIC(p-1, s).   Therefore, the first character in the 
NUMERIC field must be ’0’ or ‘-‘ ;  olLoad gives an error 
otherwise.

DECIMAL(p,s) The same as NUMERIC(p,s).

INTEGER Length of the field is 11 characters. A negative sign or space 
followed by 10 digits.

Leading digits are filled with zeros.

SMALLINT Field length is 6 characters. Minus sign or space followed by 5 
digits.

FLOAT Field length is 23 characters. In Oracle mode, it is minus sign or 
space, followed by leading zeroes, followed by some number 
of digits, followed by dot, followed by some number of digits. 
For example:

0  ->        ‘ 0000000000000000000000’

-12.34 -> ‘-0000000000000000012.34’

In SQL92 mode the E (exponent) is always present and there is 
only 1 digit before the decimal point. For example:

0  ->         ‘ 00000000000000000000E0’

-12.34 ->  ‘-000000000000001.234E10’

REAL The same format as for double precision except that the total 
field length is only 16 characters instead of 23.

Table E–8 Datatypes

Datatype Description
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DOUBLE PRECISION Field length is 23 characters. Minus sign or space followed by 
22 characters which are digits, dot, or E, floating point number 
followed by E, followed by the exponent digits. In Oracle 
mode, if the number is small enough to fit in the field without 
using the exponent, E is not used. In SQL92 mode, E is always 
used. There is always one meaningful digit before the floating 
point, except 0.

For example, in SQL92 mode:

0  ->               ‘ 00000000000000000000E0’

-1.79E10  ->  ‘-0000000000000001.79E10’

12            ->  ‘ 00000000000000001.2E10’

For example, in Oracle mode:

1.2E75 ->     ‘ 00000000000000001.2E75’

-1.33333 ->  ‘-0000000000000001.33333’

-1.79E10 ->  ‘-0000000000017900000000’

DATE In SQL92 mode: YYYY-MM-DD, 10 characters long, for 
example:

October 1, 1999  -> 1999-10-01

In Oracle mode the date is dumped as timestamp.

If it is not the default date format parameter, the date format 
corresponds to the specified date format string, for example:

DATEFORMAT = “YYYYMMDD”

October 1, 1999 -> 19991001

TIME HH:MM:SS, 8 characters long, for example:

5:01:58 p.m. is 17:01:58

TIMESTAMP Date format, space, time format, dot, 6 digits after dot 
(precision of microseconds), total length of 26 characters:

YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.SSSSSS

If it is not the default date format parameter, the timestamp 
format corresponds to the specified date format string. If no 
time is specified in the date format string, the time information 
in the timestamp is omitted when dumping into a file.

Table E–8 Datatypes

Datatype Description
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E.4 Limitations
Currently olloader does not support the following features:

■ Columns of the datatype Interval, Time with time zone, Timestamp with time 
zone, BLOB, and CLOB.

■ Binary data is not supported.

■ The only "var" type supported is varchar.
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Glossary

Apache Server

The Apache Server is a public domain HTTP server derived from the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA).

Base Table

A source of data, either a table or a view, that underlies a view. When you access 
data in a view, you are really accessing data from its base tables. 

Connected

Connected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "connected" when it is in 
online mode.

Control Center

The Mobile Server Control Center is a Web-based application that runs in the 
browser for easy administration of Web-to-Go applications and users. 
Administrators use the Control Center to perform such functions as granting or 
revoking application access to users or groups, modifying snapshot template 
variables, or deleting applications from Web-to-Go.

Database Object

A database object is a named database structure: a table, view, sequence, index, 
snapshot, or synonym. 

Database Server

The database server is the third tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web model. It stores 
the application data.
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Disconnected

Disconnected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
not connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "disconnected" when 
it is in offline mode. 

Foreign Key

A foreign key is a column or group of columns in one table or view whose values 
provide a reference to the rows in another table or view. A foreign key generally 
contains a value that matches a primary key value in another table. See also 
"Primary Key".

Index

An index is a database object that provides fast access to individual rows in a table. 
You create an index to accelerate the queries and sorting operations performed 
against the table’s data. You also use indexes to enforce certain constraints on tables, 
such as unique and primary key constraints.

Indexes, once created, are automatically maintained and used for data access by the 
database engine whenever possible.

Integrity Constraint

An integrity constraint is a rule that restricts the values that can be entered into one 
or more columns of a table. 

Java Applets

Java applets are small applications that are executed in the browser that extend the 
functionality of HTML pages by adding dynamic content.

JDBC

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is a standard set of java classes providing 
vendor-independent access to relational data. Modeled on ODBC, the JDBC classes 
provide standard features such as simultaneous connections to several databases, 
transaction management, simple queries, manipulation of pre-compiled statements 
with bind variables, and calls to stored procedures. JDBC supports both static and 
dynamic SQL.

JavaServer Pages

JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a technology that enables developers to change a page’s 
layout without altering the page’s underlying content. JSP, which uses HTML and 
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pieces of Java code to combine the presentation of dynamic content with business 
logic. 

Java Servlets

Java servlets are protocol and platform-independent server-side components that 
are written in Java. Java servlets dynamically extend Java-enabled servers and 
provide a general framework for services built using the request-response 
paradigm.

Java Servlet Development Kit

The Java Servlet Development Kit is a tool provided by JavaSoft for developing Java 
servlets. 

Java Web Server Development Kit

The Java Web Server Development Kit 1.0.1 is a JavaSoft tool for developing both 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Java servlets.

Join

A relationship established between keys (both primary and foreign) in two different 
tables or views. Joins are used to link tables that have been normalized to eliminate 
redundant data in a relational database. A common type of join links the primary 
key in one table to the foreign key in another table to establish a master-detail 
relationship. A join corresponds to a WHERE clause condition in a SQL statement.

Leapfrog Sequence

The leapfrog sequence is one of two sequence types that Web-to-Go uses in order to 
provide unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in 
offline mode. Leapfrog sequences contain a different start value for each client, and 
each sequence increment is set to a larger value than the maximum number of 
clients.

Master-Detail Relationship

A master-detail relationship exists between tables or views in a database when 
multiple rows in one table or view (the detail table or view) are associated with a 
single master row in another table or view (the master table or view).

Master and detail rows are normally joined by a primary key column in the master 
table or view that matches a foreign key column in the detail table or view.

When you change values for the primary key, the application should query a new 
set of detail records, so that values in the foreign key match values in the primary 
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key. For example, if detail records in the EMP table are to be kept synchronized 
with master records in the DEPT table, the primary key in DEPT should be 
DEPTNO, and the foreign key in EMP should be DEPTNO. See also "Primary Key" 
and "Foreign Key".

MIME

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) is a message format used on the 
Internet to describe the contents of a message. MIME is used by HTTP servers to 
describe the type of file being delivered.

MIME Type

MIME Type is a file format defined by Multipurpose Internet Mail Exension 
(MIME).

Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go enables application developers to 
develop and debug Web-to-Go applications that consist of Java servlets, JavaServer 
Pages (JSP), or Java applets.

Mobile Server

The Mobile Server resides on the application server tier of the three-tier Web-to-Go 
model and processes requests from the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go to modify data 
in the database server. The Mobile Server can be configured to run with the Oracle 
HTTP Server, the Apache server [[Mobile Server Module for Apache?]], and the 
standalone Mobile Server. 

Mobile Server Repository

The Mobile Server repository is a virtual file system that resides on Oracle8. It is a 
persistent resource repository that contains all application files and definitions of 
the applications.

ODBC

ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is a Microsoft standard that enables database 
access on different platforms. You can enable ODBC support on the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go for troubleshooting purposes. ODBC support enables you to view 
the client’s data, which is stored on a local Oracle Lite database. To view this 
information, you can use SQL*Plus.
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Oracle8

Oracle8 is the database component of the Mobile Server. When the Mobile Client for  
Web-to-Go is in online mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle8.

Oracle Lite

Oracle Lite is the database component of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. When 
the client is in offline mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle Lite.

Offline Mode

Offline mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
disconnected from the Mobile Server. In offline mode, the client applications are 
executed locally and data is accessed and stored in Oracle Lite. See also "Online 
Mode".

Online Mode

Online mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
connected to the Mobile Server. See also "Offline Mode".

Packaging Wizard

The Packaging Wizard enables administrators to publish Web-to-Go applications to 
the Mobile Server repository. Administrators can use the Packaging Wizard to 
create a new Web-to-Go application or to edit an existing application definition. 
[[This definition needs updating.]]

Positioned DELETE

A positioned DELETE statement deletes the current row of the cursor. Its format is:

DELETE FROM table
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Positioned UPDATE

A positioned UPDATE statement updates the current row of the cursor. Its format 
is:

UPDATE table SET set_list
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Primary Key

A table’s primary key is a column or group of columns used to uniquely identify 
each row in the table. The primary key provides fast access to the table’s records, 
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and is frequently used as the basis of a join between two tables or views. Only one 
primary key may be defined per table.

To satisfy a PRIMARY KEY constraint, no primary key value can appear in more 
than one row of the table, and no column that is part of the primary key can contain 
a NULL value. 

Publication Item

A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies which data subset a client 
can access. A publication item usually corresponds to a replica table on the client 
device. You can create publication items using the Mobile Server Admin API. This 
API contains Java functions that implement the publish/subscribe model. You can 
call the functions in this API from within Java programs as standard function calls. 

Referential Integrity

Referential integrity is defined as the accuracy of links between tables in a 
master-detail relationship that is maintained when records are added, modified, or 
deleted.

Carefully defined master-detail relationships promote referential integrity. 
Constraints in your database enforce referential integrity at the database (the server 
in a client/server environment). 

The goal of referential integrity is to prevent the creation of an orphan record, 
which is a detail record that has no valid link to a master record. Rules that enforce 
referential integrity prevent the deletion or update of a master record, or the 
insertion or update of a detail record, that creates an orphan record.

Registry

The registry contains unique Web-to-Go name/value pairs. All registry names must 
be unique. 

Replication

Replication is the process of copying and maintaining database objects in multiple 
databases that make up a distributed database system. Changes applied at one site 
are captured and stored locally before being forwarded and applied at each of the 
remote locations. Replication provides users with fast, local access to shared data, 
and protects the availability of applications because alternate data access options 
exist. Even if one site becomes unavailable, users can continue to query or even 
update the remaining locations.
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Replication Conflict

Replication conflicts occur when contradictory changes to the same data are made. 
Web-to-Go avoids replication conflicts by using sequence values for disconnected 
clients.

Schema

A schema is a named collection of database objects, including tables, views, indexes, 
and sequences.

Sequence

A sequence is a schema object that generates sequential numbers. After creating a 
sequence, you can use it to generate unique sequence numbers for transaction 
processing. These unique integers can include primary key values. If a transaction 
generates a sequence number, the sequence is incremented immediately whether 
you commit or roll back the transaction. See also "Window Sequence" and "Leapfrog 
Sequence".

Sites

Web-to-Go creates a database for each user on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. This 
database is called a site. A client can contain multiple sites, but only one site per 
user. Users can have multiple sites on different clients.

Snapshots

Snapshots are copies of application data that Web-to-Go captures in realtime from 
the Oracle database and downloads to the client before it goes offline. A snapshot 
can be a copy of an entire database table, or a subset of rows from the table. The 
first time a user goes offline, Web-to-Go automatically creates the snapshots on the 
client machine. Each subsequent time that a user goes online or offline, Web-to-Go 
either refreshes the snapshots with the most recent data, or recreates them 
depending on the complexity of the snapshot.

SQL

SQL, or Structured Query Language, is a non-procedural database access language 
used by most relational database engines. Statements in SQL describe operations to 
be performed on sets of data. When a SQL statement is sent to a database, the 
database engine automatically generates a procedure to perform the specified tasks. 

Switching Modes

Switching modes is the process the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go uses to go offline 
or to go back online. When the client switches to offline mode, it downloads all of 
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the applications and data required to work offline on Oracle Lite. When the client 
switches back to online mode synchronizes data changes on Oracle Lite with 
Oracle8.

Synchronization

Synchronization is the process Web-to-Go uses to replicate data between the Mobile 
Client for Web-to-Go and Oracle8. Web-to-Go replicates the user’s applications and 
data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to offline mode. When the user switches 
back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates any data changes to Oracle8.

Synonym

A synonym is an alternative name, or alias, for a table, view, sequence, snapshot, or 
another synonym.

Table

A table is a database object that stores data that is organized into rows and columns. 
In a well designed database, each table stores information about a single topic (such 
as company employees or customer addresses).

Three-Tier Web Model

The three-tier Web model is an Internet database configuration that contains a 
client, a middle tier, and a database server. Web-to-Go architecture follows the 
three-tier Web model. 

Transaction

A set of changes made to selected data in a relational database. Transactions are 
usually executed with a SQL statement such as ADD, UPDATE, or DELETE. A 
transaction is complete when it is either committed (the changes are made 
permanent) or rolled back (the changes are discarded).

A transaction is frequently preceded by a query, which selects specific records from 
the database that you want to change. See also "SQL".

Unique key

A table’s unique key is a column or group of columns that are unique in each row of 
a table. To satisfy a UNIQUE KEY constraint, no unique key value can appear in 
more than one row of the table. However, unlike the PRIMARY KEY constraint, a 
unique key made up of a single column can contain NULL values.
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View

A view is a customized presentation of data selected from one or more tables (or 
other views). A view is like a "virtual table" that allows you to relate and combine 
data from multiple tables (called base tables) and views. A view is a kind of "stored 
query" because you can specify selection criteria for the data that the view displays.

Views, like tables, are organized into rows and columns. However, views contain 
no data themselves. Views allow you to treat multiple tables or views as one 
database object.

Web-to-Go

Oracle Web-to-Go is a framework for the creation and deployment of mobile, 
Web-based, database applications. Web-to-Go contains a three-tier database 
architecture consisting of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, the Mobile Server and 
Oracle8. It is centrally managed from the server and Web-to-Go applications can be 
run when Web-to-Go connected to the server (online) or disconnected from the 
server (offline). When Web-to-Go is offline it caches data locally and synchronizes 
the data with the server when it goes back online.

Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is the client tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web 
model. It contains the Mobile Server and the Oracle Lite database. Web-to-Go 
replicates the user’s applications and data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to 
offline mode. When the user switches back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates 
any data changes to Oracle8.

Window Sequence

The window sequence is one of two sequences Web-to-Go uses in order to provide 
unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in offline 
mode. The window sequence contains a unique range of values. The range of values 
never overlaps with those of other clients. When a client uses all the values in the 
range of its sequence, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new, unique range 
of values.

Workspace

The Mobile Server Workspace is a Web page that provides users with access to 
Web-to-Go applications. Web-to-Go generates the Workspace in the user’s browser 
after the user logs in to Web-to-Go. The Workspace displays icons, links, and 
descriptions of all applications that are available to the user. An application is 
available to the user after the administrator publishes it to the Web-to-Go system 
and grants access privileges to the user.
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